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ABSTRACT

The diagnosis of any life-threatening illness in an adult partner has an impact

upon the whole family system as well as each individual member of the family.

This practicum provided social work involvement with fourteen families. ln eight

of these families, services were provided from the time of diagnosis for

approximately six months. ln the other six families, services were provided

primarily during the crisis phase.

The practicum concentrated on the role of social work in sustaining the family's

adaptation process and development of the student's skills in family crisis

intervention.

Assessment was based on an ecological framework and utilized the Double

ABCX model of analysis of family crisis. lntervention incorporated crisis theory,

grief therapy and a family-centered approach. Emphasis in family counselling

was in effecting changes in communication and role performance.

Evaluation by means of a consumer satisfaction questionnaire demonstrated

the interventions to be helpful.
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SECTION I

I NTRO D UCTI O N

As the social worker attached to a surgical ward and an intensive care unit of a

general hospital, I see many patients in the early stages of diagnosis and

treatment for cancer and at the time of sudden admission to intensive care for

myocardial infarction (heart attack). lt is well known that heart disease and

cancer are the two leading causes of death in North America today. lt is not

surprising, therefore, that a diagnosis of cancer and myocardial infarction is

commonly perceived by patients and their families as a threat to their continued

existence or as a threatened loss of loved ones. Although there are certainly

differences between the experience of myocardial infarction and a diagnosis of

cancer (notably the shorter onset phase and the more immediate threat to life

created by myocardial infarction), both diseases do constitute a life-threatening

illness.

ln spite of the differences in onset, the time of diagnosis of serious illness is a

time when the reality of the situation for patient and family seems ovenruhelming,

often resulting in feelings of extreme anxiety, panic and helplessness. Cohen

and Wellisch (1978) state that the time of diagnosís represents the first order of

crisis because it signals the threatened and perhaps--actual loss of significant

relationship for members of a family.

This practícum has grown of out my experience in the fields of medical sociaf

work and psychosocial rehabilitation. I have worked with individuals and



families from a variety of treatment approaches and have come to the

realization of the following:

f . illness in one member of a family impacts on all family members;

2. open communication between family members enhances the adjustment

process;

3. engagement of families in psychosocial treatment in a secondary setting

requires special attention and skill;

4. comprehensive assessment utilizing the ecological approach is the key

to offering appropriate intervention; and

5. because of the ecological approach's emphasis on the transactions

between individuals and environments (and its focus on improving the

goodness-of-fit between person and environment), it is well suited to

medical social work practice.

My own personal learning objectives in this practicum were:

1. to develop expeñise in working with families where an adult partner is

diagnosed with a life-threatening illness, i.e. either myocardial infarction

or cancer;
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2. to develop skills in the engagement of clients in a secondary setting

(where families often do not request service and/or may be resistant to

social worker intervention) ;

3. to increase my knowledge of an ecological systems perceptive and

enhance my assessment skills using an ecosystems model; and

4. to enhance my skills in family-centered social work practice.
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CHAPTER 1

L¡TERATURE REVIEW

Serious illness in an individual represents a family crisis. Therefore the review

of literature concentrated on crisis theory and family crisis intervention. Hill's

(1958) theory regarding the variability of family response to crisis and the

Double ABCX model of family crisis (McCubbin & Patterson, 1983) are

discussed. Central to this model are the concepts of coping and adaptation.

Therefore theories of coping and adaptation to stress were also researched.

An ecological family-centered approach to practice was found to fit well with the

family crisis intervention model. Discussion of an ecological perspective and

principles of family-centered practice are included in this literature review.

This chapter closes with a discussion of some family intervention models that

are relevant to and influence practice..with families facing illness. These include

communication theory, the life cycle perspective, and structural family therapy.

CRISIS THEORY AND CRISIS INTERVENTION

Golan (1978) identifies five components of crisis. The'first being the hazardous

event which may be an external blow or internal change; anticipated or

unanticipated. This is the beginning of a process of increasing disequilibrium.

The diagnosis of life-threatening illness, either of cancer of myocardial

infarction, can represent such a hazardous event which is experienced as an
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external blow to the family system, disrupting the family's previous state of

balance.

The second component is vulnerable state. This refers to the subjective

reactions as people attempt to deal with the effects of the hazardous event. The

threat of sudden death from myocardial infarction or perceived terminality of life

with a diagnosis of cancer contribute to the high anxiety level observed in

patient and family during the initial stages. The individual fears the possibility of

his own death and the family fears the possibility of loss, through death, of one

of its members. During this period of vulnerability, people attempt to deal with

the situation through the use of their usual and emergency coping strategies.

The third component involves a precipitating factor. This is seen as the final

blow that propels the individual and/or family into a state of active crisis. The

precipitating factor may coincide with the initial hazardous event, i.e., "the initial

event may be of sufficient force to overpower immediately the person's

homeostatic balance and send him into a state of active crisis" (Golan, 1978,

p.66). This may be the case for some families when told that the patient has

suffered a myocardial infarction or is diagnosed with cancer. This blow may be

so overpowering that it holds potential to produce the maximal disequilibrating

effect.

The fourth component, actíve crisis, is characterized by shock, psychological

and physical turmoil, followed by painful preoccupation with events leading up

to the crisis. This is followed by a period of remobilization, renewed activity and

readjustment. Golan discusses both "shock crisis" and "exhaustion crisis", with

"shock crisis" referring to a sudden traumatic event for which the person has no
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pr¡or preparation. "Exhaustion crisis" refers to ongoing stresses which tax the

person's usual coping capacities beyond a level that they can handle and thus,

after exhausting all their resources, propels them over the edge into an active

crisis state. Myocardial infarction or cancer both hold the potential of creating

either states of crisis. A sudden massive myocardial infarction (M.1.) in which the

onset phase of illness lasts only minutes and the person and his family are

thrust almost immediately into the acute illness phase, can easily oven¡rhelm

their available coping mechanisms and precipitate a shock crisis (Golan, 1978,

p.191). Also, admission to hospital for routine surgery may reveal a diagnosis of

cancer and come as a shock to patient and family. On the other hand, the family

who have sat anxiously by the bedside for days while the coronary care team

struggle to stabilize the M.l. patient's condition, may succumb to a state of

exhaustion crisis if the patient's condition remains critical for too Iong. Similarly,

a patient whose health has deteriorated gradually over a long period of time,

and a diagnosis of cancer suspected and finally confirmed, may too experience

exhaustion crisis.

The final component is that of reintegration or restoration of equilibrium. This

stage is really an extension of the actíve crisis state, as the tension and anxiety

gradually decrease, some form of reorganization of the family's functional ability

occurs. The state of ímbalance during active crisis cannot continue for long, so

some form of adjustment, either adaptive or maladaptive must occur. lt is

towards ensuring that the patient and his family adjust in an adaptive and

integrative manner that intervention is directed

Parad and Caplan (1960) set out a framework for studying families in crisis

which is useful lor analyzing the crisis of life-threatening illness. The perceptual



meaning of the crisis to the family influences its impact. "The loss of body

integrity and how this loss is perceived by the individual patient and his family is

pivotal" (Williams, 1979, p.27).The stressful event of life-threatening illness

poses a problem which is by definition insolvable in the immediate future. The

stress of illness and hospitalization is beyond the control of the family. They

have no way of knowing the length or outcome of the illness.

Secondly, the problem overtaxes the psychological resources of the family

since it is beyond their traditional problem-solving methods, resulting in a

feeling of helplessness. People whose usual problem-solving mechanisms are

avoidance, denial, suppression, and masking feelings, are massively ovedaxed

because the problem of being hospitalized with a life-threaten¡ng illness is

difficult to push out of awareness.

Thirdly, the situation is perceived as a threat or danger to the life goals of the

family members, The threat of sudden death of one of its members is a reality

the family of the myocardial infarction or cancer patient faces.

Fourthly, Parad and Caplan (1960) define the crisis period as characterized by

tension, which rises to a peak and then falls. As the peak approaches, tension

rises and stimulates the mobilization of previously hidden strengths and

capacities

Finally, this framework identifies the crisis situation as awakeníng unresolved

key problems from both the near and distant past. Examples of this may be wide

and varied, i.e., the patient may have experienced severe separation anxiety

during a childhood hospitalization that now surfaces and compounds the
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patient's extreme panic in the hospital; the family may have lost a previous

member through death and now the threatened loss of another family member

awakens the unresolved grief of the past.

Parad and Caplan (1960) also discuss reaction to crisis. The initial response

may be to defend against the emotional implications of the problem, denying

their anxiety and pain. lndividuals may attempt to relieve unexpressed tension

through focusing hostility and anxiety on something else, i.e., scapegoating

another family member by blaming him for having caused the patient's heart

attack.

ln the second stage, individuals begin to confront their feelings. They begin to

talk to each other about the danger and threatened loss. They show overt signs

of anxiety, they cry, are unable to sleep, and begin to support and comfort each

other. The increasing danger to the patient's life overpowers the familyis

defensive denial of the problem. At this stage, the tension is released through

expression of anxiety, mutual support and reassurance and the strengths of the

family are mobilized.

As the patient improves, tension relaxes in day to day famify functioning. The

intensity of the emotional burden is reduced and previous ineffectual handling

of problems gradually consolidates. The family continues to express feelings of

anxiety and longs openly for the patient's continued recovery. They gain comfort

from mutual support at this time.

Golan (1978) discusses four phases of the crisis of illness: the onset phase,

where the illness is developing and being diagnosed; the acute phase of
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treatment, including hospitalization and surgical procedures; the recuperation

phase, which encompasses the gradual recovery of normal functions; and the

post-hospital restoration phase including adjustment to new limitations and

disabilities and re-establishment of systems' relationships.

The onset phase may last only moments with myocardial infarction thrusting

patient and family almost immediately into the second acute phase. With

cancer, the onset of disease may often be more gradual with the patient

experiencing a longer sense of developing illness prior to diagnosis. However,

the goal of intervention at the time of diagnosis is similar: 1) to help the patient

and family begin to clarify the meaning of the diagnosis and its implications; and

2) to encourage them to express their fears and other feelings of loss or threat

(Golan, 1978).

lntervention must address two task areas faced by the family: 1) family

members must deal with the anxiety and disruption ar,ising from the recent

threat of death and the sudden hospitalization of one of its members; and 2)

they must prepare for an uncertain future in which they have to adjust to the

realities/limitations/implications of the illness (Mooney, 1 984).

Parad (1971) states that the first goal of crisis ¡ntervention is to alleviate the

immediate impact of the disruptive stressful event. The second goal is to help

mobilize the psychological capacities and social resources needed for coping

adaptively with the stressor.

During the acute phase the patient is in severe physical and emotional trauma.

The family is going through a parallel phase of serious upset and with a life-
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threatening illness, may have to deal with the very real possibility that the

patient may not survive. The perceptual meaning of the crisis to the family

influences its impact.

When the immediate threat to survival is past, the individual questions whether

he can continue to fulfill previous roles; he feels he has lost a valued part of

himself, i.e., strength, energy, or independence. Family members, too, must deal

with the same uncertainties about the future (Mooney, 1984). The family needs

to make necessary adaptations to re-integrate the patient into the family. To

accomplish this the patient and family must work out patterns of communication

in which all members' needs will be met.

Golan (1978) identifies tasks in the recuperation period as helping patients and

families face their current situation, work through their feelings and set up

realistic adjustment and post-discharge plans. The intervention should focus on

family interaction and dynamics, i.e., attitudes, communication, and patterns of

coping with emphasis on helping the family retain its integrity and function.

ln the recuperation phase, patients' sudden confrontation with death makes

them aware of their own feelings and awakens the realization that they will be

different now. They must cope with their own changed self-image and their fears

of dependency and of changed lifestyle.

ln the restoration phase, according to Golan (1978), the patient and family begin

to grapple wíth the fact that illness may have left permanent damage and

limitations. With myocardial infarction this may mean the individual is restricted

in his/her physical activity or ability to return to work. For the cancer patient, it
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may mean body image changes as a result of surgical treatment, (i.e.,

amputation, colostomy, mastectomy) and an inability to return to work while

undergoing chemotherapy treatment. Coping tasks during this phase revolve to

a large extent around adjustment to the major realignments in the family roles

and to the provision of material and emotional support.

It is with these tasks of role realignment, working through feelings of loss,

adopting patterns of communication in which all members' needs can be met,

and adjustíng to an altered reality and establishing a new balance, that

intervention is directed.

GRIEF WORK

Life-threatening illness represents a crisis involving loss. This kind of

experience does not allow all family members to return to things the way they

were before; they need to establish a new balance for themselves.

The individual patient may feel that his/her life may never be the same again

and he/she may react with depression and bitterness. The patient faces multiple

losses, i.e., loss of health, possible loss of job and family roles, loss of sense of

self as they were prior to the illness, and possible loss'of lífe.

Smith discusses three generic tasks on which we should base our treatment

plan for crisis involving loss: 1) the patient needs to recognize the loss and

express how they feel about ít; 2) they need to explore, with the therapist, how
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the loss can be compensated; and 3) the patient needs to implement some

activity that will compensate for the loss (Smith, 1978, p.a03).

Worden (1982) addresses similar issues as he discusses the four tasks of

mourning: 1) experience the emotion of grief ; 2) accepting the reality of the

loss, i.e., accepting the diagnosis and its implications; 3) adjusting to an altered

environment without that which has been lost, i.e., adjusting to an altered sense

of self; and 4) reinvesting in life, i.e., reinvesting in altered lifestyle and adjusted

life goals.

Loss threatens the continuity of who we are and where we are going in life.

Grief work is essentially re-establishing a sense of continuity, purpose and

meaning. The individual must feel free to mourn their former healthy state.

lntervention on this task can be done by modelling open discussion of difficult

issues and presenting the grief process as part of the adjustment.

The first task in the grief work phase is to allow emotíons. lntervention should be

directed towards helping the patient experience and express a wide range of

emotions. He/she may feel anger and depression that this illness has happened

to him/her. He/she may experience a sense of loss that he/she is not the same

person that he/she once was, and harbor a fear of dependency or invalidism.

The family also need to mourn for their former healthy state. They need to

experience and express the emotions associated with this loss. They may

experience anger, depression, fear, sadness, anxiety. They may feef anger at

the patient, or external sources, or feel guilt and self-recrimination, feeling in

some way they contributed to the person's illness.
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The sense of loss experienced at the diagnosis of a life-threatening illness has

many of the same features as normal mourning, i.ê., denial, anger, bargaining,

depression, and finally acceptance. The therapist can help the patient and

family deal with the mourning process by encouraging expression of painful

feelings and emotions such as sadness, grief, loss, fear of death, etc.. "Family

members may be encouraged to share their effective experiences and react

empathically to each other" (Worden, 1982). The therapist may also help by

normalizing and universalizing these feelings and the grieving process.

FAMILV CRISIS INTERVENTION

Hill (1958) cites four areas of family function that help us assess what resources

the family has to respond to the crisis: 1)family integration; 2) adaptability; 3)

organization; and 4) expressiveness. Use of this framework helps us to

understand the impact the event has on a particular family and assess

resources the family brings in dealing with this impact.

The first of these, family integration, refers to a sense of cohesiveness or

belonging to one another in a meaningful way"

The second resource is adaptability. Families in crisis must either regain their

previous equilibrium or find a new balance. A family with rigid behavior patterns

will have a more difficult time.
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A third resource

responsibilities and

the crisis.

is organization. A family

structure can better develop

clear about family rules,

necessary plans to cope with

A final resource is expressiveness. This refers to the opportunity to express

thoughts and feelings. The ability to deal with conflict by open discussion is

crucial to the task of crisis resolution.

We also need to be concerned with how the patient copes with stress, their

strengths and vulnerabilities, what supports they can depend on, how they have

coped with previous life stresses, whether financial concerns exist, and how

they think the illness will affect their work and their family. As Williams stated,

"assessment of the individual's capacity of adaptation and the environmental

supports available to him/her is of vital impoñance" (Williams, 1979, p.27)"

It was Hill, some thirty years ago, who developed the ABCX Family Crisis Model

in an attempt to explain and understand the variability of family response to any

crisis (McOubbin and Patterson, 1983). How vulnerabte a family is to crisis

depends on the interaction of the stressor (A factor) with existing resources (B

factor) and with family perception (C factor). The X factor represents family

crisis. Therefore, one family faced with a diagnosis of M.l. or cancer in one of the

marital partners (the stressor) may perceive it as-a challenge and as an

opportun¡ty to grow (C factor). lnner strengths may be mobilized to deal with the

crisis and friends and relatives may be called upon to give support (B factor) so

that the family unit is strengthened by the event (A factor). Another family faced

with a similar diagnosis may define it as a catastrophe (C factor) and feel

overwhelmed by the stresses. They may lack personal or family resources (B
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factor) so that they cannot support each other. This can lead to crisis for the

family where family members become disorganized, routines disintegrate, and

family stability is threatened. Coping is the central process used by families as

they seek to adapt and adjust to new demands. lt involves an interaction of

resources, perception and behavioral responses. J

McCubbin and Patterson (1983) extend the Hill ABCX Model, calling it the

Double ABCX Model. This adds post-crisis variables to the existing pre-crisis

variables of the original model in an effort to describe additional life stressors

faced by the family and new resources which the family must call upon in order

to achieve a satisfactory resolution of the crisis.

lnsert
Figure 1

about here

1. The aA Factor: "Pile up" of Family Demands

McOubbin (1983) suggests that families are seldom dealing with a single

stressor but rather they are experiencing a pile up of demands (aA

factor). He outlines five broad types of stressors contributíng to this pile

up in the family system faced with a crisis.

¡) the ¡nitial stressor and its hardshíps;

ii) normative transitions;
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iii) prior stra¡ns;

iv) the consequences of famíly efforts to cope; and

v) ambiguity both intrafamilial and social.

2- Factor bB: Resources

"Resources are the psychological, social, interpersonal, and material

characteristics of individual family members, of the family unit and of the

community which are used to meet demands and needs" (Patterson and

McOubbin, 1983, p.29).There appears to be two general types of

resources used by a family in response to life-threatening illness in one

of its members:

1. existing resources already in the family's repertoire, which help

the family deal with the crisis; and

2. new resources which are strengthened and developed in

response to new demands.

3 " Factor cC: Perception

ln the face of a diagnosis such as life-threatening illness, the family must

struggle to give it meaning and redefine the situation. At first the family

may see the illness as hopeless, shameful, ovenruhelming and beyond
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their ability to manage. "Family efforts to redefine a situation as a

challenge, as an opportunity for growth, or to endow the situation with

meaning appear to play a useful role in facilitating family coping and

eventually adaptation" (Patterson and McOubbin, 1983, p.30).The ability

to perceive a situation in a positive way is of course affected by the

nature of the stressor and the characteristics of the family.

4. Coping Strategies

"Pile up" of family demands, resources and perceptions are all critical

components of coping strategies. "Coping includes the behavioral

responses of family members as well as the responses of the family unit,

in an attempt to manage the situation. Coping is their ability to acquire

the resources needed for family adaptation" (Patterson and McOubbin,

1983, p.30).

Patterson and McCubbin identify three difference styles of coping. Each

copying style is made up of several coping behaviors.

i) maintaining family integration, co-operation and an optimistic

definition of the situation;
'\-

ii) maintaining socíal support, self-esteem and psychological

stability; and

iii) understanding the medical situation through communícation with

other patients and families and consultation with the medical staff.
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One of the primary strategies used by families to cope is by

obtaining information from medical staff and books in order to

reduce feelings of uncertainty, fear and anxiety, as well as to gain

a better understanding of the diagnosis.

5. The xX Factor: Adaptation

The outcome of these coping efforts by the family to achieve a new

balance results in what McCubbin and Patterson (1983) term adaptation,

or Factor xX. Adaptation is on a continuum from "bonadaptation" to

"maladaptation" and reflects the outcome of family efforts in to major

areas: 1) the balance in capabilities and demands between individuals

and the family unit; and 2) the balance between the family and the larger

community. This may be clarified by referring to Table 1 on the following

page.
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Table 1

Hange of Outcomes of Family Efforts to Balance Functioning

MALADAPTION BONADAPTATION

- deteriorat¡on ln famlly lntegrlty - famlty lntegr¡ty strong

- individual development curta¡led - member development enhanced

- family unit development curta¡¡ed - fam¡ly un¡t development

- loss of family independence and enhanced

autonomy - family lndependence and control

of environmental lnfluence

(Source: McOubbin and Patterson, 1983. p.13)
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STRESS AND COPING

Moos (1986) identifies five major sets of tasks in managing a life crisis:

1. establish the meaning and understand the personal significance of the

situation;

2. confront reality and respond to the requirements of the external situation;

3. sustain relationships with family members and friends, as well as with

other individuals who may be helpful in resolving the crisis and its

aftermath;

4. maintain a reasonable emotional balance by managing upsetting

feelings aroused by the situation; and

5. preserve a satisfactory self-image and maintain a sense of competence

and mastery.

Leaning to cope and adjust to a change event is largely determíned by the

individual's perception of the event in relation to hímself and to others, and

completíng certain adaptive tasks and learning to use\arious coping strategies.

Lazurus and Cohen (1979, p.230-233) and Moos and Tsu (1979, p.9-17)

postulate that cognitive and situational appraisal factors are central to

determining the impact of the stressful event and will determine the individual's

ability to cope. The three types of appraisals they identify are:
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1. harm/loss - which are events that refer to damage that occurred;

2. threat - which includes events referring to anticipated harm or loss; and

3. challenge - which involves internal issues of control.

The focus of challenge is placed positively on potential gain, growth or mastery

of potential risks (Lazurus and Cohen, 1979, p.219). Facilitating a shift from an

appraisal of loss or threat, towards that of challenge is a wofthy social work

goal.

Coping efforts result from completing certain adaptive tasks. These "tasks" need

to be dealt with in order to allow for satisfactory adjustment to occur (Moos, et al,

1979 and Lazurus, et al, 1979). Sohor (1987), integrated work of Moos and

Lazurus as it pertained to adaptive tasks and coping skills. A summary of

Sohor's integration of this work follows:

To reduce harmfut conditions in the environment to advance

prospects of recovery. The coping skills of denial or minimizing the

seriousness of the illness is a self-protective reaction. The coping skills of

denial, humor, and avoidance behavior are used to alleviate anxiety and

reduce demands of the stressor. lnformation sebking skills can be useful

in restoring a sense of having some control.

To tolerate or adjust to negative events and realities. The

coping skills involve, again, self-protective and information seeking skills

1"

2"
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which can be useful in coping with significant losses and to help prepare

for an uncertain future.

3. To maintain a positive self-image. The coping skills involve: a) self-

care techniques to maintain a sense of mastery and competence; and b)

goal setting skills such as helping to re-establish future goals for patient

and family, help to define limits of independence and role changes.

4. To maintain an emotional equilibrium. The coping skills involve

self-sustaining skills such as adopting a healthy lifestyle, developing a

positive attitude, feeling hopeful and exploring alternative views of

present circumstances. Being able to see the illness as a challenge

helps the individual derive meaning from the event"

5" To continue satisfying relationships with others. This involves

the ability to devefop relationships with, health care professionafs and

maintain relationships with family and friends; maintaining or adding to

one' support network. The coping skills required are emotional suppofi

seeking skills that involve sharing feelings of joy and frustration to deal

with tension and stress. Patient and suppoft system need reassurance

and information (Sohor, 1987, p.39-42).

Barbara Lilliston (1985) discusses how the experience and response of an

individual who incurs a traumatic physical loss is influenced by his unique

characterological, cultu:ral and biological self. She states it is not the severity or

nature of the illness alone that determines the psychological response of the

patient, but rather it is the person, his environment (meaning the social, physical
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and biological environment) and the ecological fit between them that determine

behavior. She identifies four groups of effective/perceptive responses to

physical loss of functioníng:

1.

2.

3.

4.

disruption of body image and body ego;

orientation to time/subjective experience of time;

grief and depression; and

fear, anxiety, guilt, rage.

For the patient to adapt to the abrupt change and emotional discomfort created

by the sudden state of illness, the individual employs a variety of coping

responses. Lilliston refers to Caplan's views of coping as two related tasks. One

task is to respond to the external situation and the other is to respond to one's

feelings about the situation (Caplan, 1976, cited in Lillíston, 1985)"

Lilliston refers to the work of Weissman (1974), who defines fifteen coping

strategies used by cancer patients and the application of these same coping

patterns by Stewart (1977) to other types of illness (cited in B. Lilliston, 1985).

1. rational/intellectual: seek additional information regarding stressful

situations;

shares concern: talk with other about problemsi

reversal of affect: laugh it off;

suppression/isolation/passivity: don't worry, close off feelings, wait and

see;

displacement: dístract yourself with activities;

2.

3.

4.

5.
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6.

7.

conf rontation: take positive concerted actions based on present

understanding;

rationalization/redefinition: accept, rise above it, make an adventure out

of it;

fatalism: accept stoically, prepare to accept the worst;

acting out: do something (ambiguous, impartial, reckless)

repetition: use plans made in similar situations in the past;

tension reduction: eat, smoke, use drugs;

stimulus reduction/avoidance: withdraw socially, get away;

projection: blame others, externalize;

compliance of authority/role modelling: do what you are told; and

masochistic surrender: seek blame, atonement, sacrifice.

Some of these techniques are more adaptive/maladaptive than others. One

would not want to encourage a maladaptive coping pattern but Lilliston (1985)

believes that intervention must take into consideration the observable effective

responses of the patient and/or family and preferred patterns of coping used by

these people. This may be accomplished by ascertainíng what were the

formerly preferred coping techniques and encouraging their utilization in the

present situation.

THE ECOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE AND ADAPTATION

The ecological perspective is concerned with the growth, development and

potentialities of human beings and with the properlies of their environments that

suppott or fail to suppon the expression of human potentíal. By clarifying the
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structure of the environment and the nature of its adaptive influence, the

perspective appears to be well suited to the task of developing concepts and

action for íntervening in the environment (Germain, 1979). ln an ecological view

of social work, practice is directed toward improving the interaction between

people and environments in order to enhance adaptive capacities and improve

environments for all who function within them. To carry out this professional

purpose requires a set of environmental interventions and a set of interventions

into the transactions between people and environments to complement the sets

available for intervening in coping patterns of people (Germain, 1g7g).

ln this model, two concepts are important:

1. Adaptation: the active effort of individuals over the life span to reach

"goodness of fit" with their environment; and

Environment:-r:"

a) physical aspects - the natural and built world; and

b) social environment - the network of human relations at various

levels of organization.

An ecological perspective suggests that our social purpose is to improve the

quality of transactíons between people's adaptive pùèntiaf and environmental

qualities. Therefore, social work efforts should be directed to supporting and

enhancing the adaptive capacities of people and to influencing the immediate

environment to be more responsive to human needs. Our practice domain must

be the ínterface between coping behaviors of people and qualities of the

impinging social and physical environment (Germain, 1977)"
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"The strength of the ecological approach to social work is its 'vantage point'. lts

emphasis is not on the identification of pathology or maladaptation, but on

developing an appreciation of the variance of adaptive responses possible"

(Jensen, 1985, p.337). lt does not require a delay of social work's entry into the

helping network until problems in psychosocial functioning develop. lt allows for

the use of social work's skill and knowledge for increasing potential of the

system to realize its goals for survival and growth. lt provides opportunity for

understanding and building on the strengths and competencies of clients. ln this

manner, the ecological approach is particularly suítable to health care social

work practice.

The ecological perspective, focussing attention on transactions between

individuals and environments, helps to underline the need for social work

services for clients facing disease and disability. "ln the sho¡1 term, the client's

coping behaviors and environmental resources must be mobilized to meet the

challenge of the current health crisis. ln the long term, significant changes in the

client's coping capacities, environmental resources, and the transactions

between them will be necessary to maximize the client's potential for survival,

for affiliation, and for growth and achievement" (Monkmann et al, 1982, p. 155).

lntervention to assist clients with the impact of iilness must consider the

concepts of stress and coping, as previously discused in this literature review.

The stress of illness or dísability represents a transactional process between

inner and outer events that disturbs the goodness-of-fit between person and

environment. Coping refers to capacities and skills people use to handle stress,
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i.e., motivation, cognition and problem-solving skills, anticipation, self-

confidence, defense against anxiety and depression (Germain, 1977, p.68).

lnterventions using this perspective may be directed to the person, the family,

the environment, or the interaction among them. lnterventions directed to the

person or family may include procedures to increase self-esteem, reduce

psychic discomfort, strengthen adaptive patterns, teach coping skills or provide

information.

However, social work must focus not only on coping behaviors but also

consider environmental factors required by patients for effective coping with the

stress of illness and disability such as:

1. opportunities for taking action, exercising judgement and making

decisions to the degree allowed by the nature of the illness;

staff behaviors and patient services that support patients' self-esteem

and reward patients' coping efforts;

3. organizatíon procedures and policies that respect patients' lifestyles,

cultural values and social supports; and

4. the provision of information in the appropriate amount at the appropriate

time (Germain, 1977, p.69).
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ln summary, interventions directed to the environment include providing

oppor.tunity for action, decision making and mastery, and restructuring situations

for a better adaptive fit.

FAMILY.CENTERED PRACTICE

There is strong research support for the important role played by the family at

every stage of illness in enhancing or inhibiting the rehabilitation process

(Adams and Lindemann, 1974, cited by Caroff and Mailick, 1985). The

functional capacity of the family to make adaptive changes required by the

illness of one of its members is a critical determinant of outcome.

It is because serious illness in an individual impacts on the entire family system

that I intended to adopt a family-centered approach to intervention in this

practicum. "Family-centered practice is a model of social work practice which

locates the family in the center of the unit of attention or the field of action.

Based on a systems framework, this approach to helping is based on the

premise that human beings can be understood and helped only in the context of

the intimate and powerful human systems of which they are a part. One of those

powerful systems is the family of origin which has deep and far-reaching effects

on all its members. Another is the current family systèm or network of intimate

relationships as it exists in the present and which plays a vital role in the lives of

most people" (Hartman and Laird, 1983, p.4). Consistent with a systems

perspective, the family system itself has an environment and must be seen in

that context, and therefore the model of practice adopted in this practicum is

"concerned with transactions among person, famíly and environment and with a
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wide range of strategies for assessment and intervention which may strengthen

or change those transactions" (Hartman and Laird, 1983, p.4).

The domain of family-centered practice is consistent with Be¡"tha Reynolds' point

that "social casework is not to treat the individual alone nor his environment

alone, but the process of adaptation which is a dynamic interaction between the

two" (Reynolds, 1933, p.337 cited in Hartman and Laird, 1983). Family-centered

practice is restricted neither to families and their members nor to those larger

environmental systems which affect the nature of family life. lts focus is those

transactions among person, family, and environment which affect individuals,

families and even the larger social forces and systems in which families are

involved (Hartman and Laird, 1983).

Hartman and Laird (1983) rely on the metaphor of ecology in their conception of

family-centered practice, which helps to: focus on the interface between

families and the larger environment. They identify the primary mission of the,

family-centered practitioner as the enhancement of the quality of life, of the

adaptive balance between human beings and their ecological environments.

This enhancement may come through change in individual or family

functioning, in the larger systems on which the family depends for nurturance

and growth, or in the transactions among these systems (Hartman and Laird,

1983, p.6).

Ecological Prínciples of Practice: Ecology as a metaphor suggests certain

principles for practice (Hartman and Laird, 1983, p.72-73):
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1. Problems or difficulties that come to the social worker's attention are

better understood as lacks or deficits in the environment, as dysfunctional

transactions between systems, as adaptive strategies, or as results of

interrupted growth and development, rather than as disease processes

located within the individual.

2. Problems are seen as outcomes of the transaction of many complex

variables. A feedback model of change is initiated in which interventions

are made and tested through the continued monitoring of the system's

response. lnterventions that redefine and thus alter the family's

relationship system are evaluated in terms of outcome.

3. ln applying an ecological metaphor to practice, life experience is seen as

the model for and primary instrument of change, i.e., strategies are

devised which, insofar as possible, make use of natural systems and life

experíences and take place within the life space of the client. Fufther, the

family itself is a natural helping system and thus can be not just the

arena, but the instrument of change.

4. Change in one part of the system has an impact on all other pafts of the

system (Hartman and Laird, 1983, p.73).

FAMILY CRISIS INTERVENTION AND FAMILY THEORY

The objective of family crisis intervention is to resolve the crisis in as short a

time as possible (Walsh, 1981). The goals and time frame do not allow for
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indepth restructuring of family relationships. lntervention must be congruent with

the family's skills and goals. Bonnefil & Jacobsen (1979) argue that the goal of

crisis intervention is not crisis resolution but the most adaptive resolution given

the inner and outer resources of the individual and family.

There are aspects of systems theory, communication theory, family structure

and life cycle theories that seem particularly relevant in influencing intervention

with families facing the crisis of illness. These concepts , many of them

borrowed from the literature on family therapy are discussed here.

Communication

Bateson's work on general systems theory further developed into

communication theories with the work of Satir, Haley, Jackson and Weakland

(Goldberg & Goldberg, 1985). ln general systems theory, the system can be

described as a whole and that its components and their characteristics can be

understood as functíon of the total system. Components must be understood in

terms of the transactionaf processes between them.

General systems theory is concerned with communication. lt observes feedback

which is consídered positive or negative. According to this theory, families enter

therapy because they are experiencing some form oflreakdown in their usual

feedback processes. As communication becomes blocked or damaged,

breakdown of dysfunction occurs.

Therapies based on communication theory aim to facilítate congruent

communication between family members, constantly checking out with other
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members to be sure that each has understood the intent of the communication.

The intervention is directed at helping family members see that they are

mísreading messages. lf congruence characterizes most of the communication

most of the time in a family, it is likely that messages and consequently roles,

rules and relationships will be clear. lf there is a high level of incongruence,

confusion and conflict result (Laird & Allen, 1983).

Family Organization and Structure

Structural family therapy places family organization and structure at the center

of attention. The concept of the family as an organization with a hierarchy of

authority is of prime importance. While developing from systems and

communication theories, structural family therapy adds a new view of

organizational power.

Structure of the social system in relation to its functions provides the framework

by which the therapist measures the family's adjustment (Aponte, 1976).

Structural dimensions of transactions most often identified in structural family

therapy are boundary, alignment and power. Boundary of a subsystem refers to

the rules defining who participates and how (Minuchin,1974). Aponte (1976)

speaks of alignment as the joining of opposition of one member of a system to

another carrying out an operation. Power can be defined as the relative

influence of each family memberon the outcome of àn activity (Aponte, 1976).

Dysfunctional structures in families are best classified according to the structural

dimension to which they are most closely related, whether that be boundary,

alignment or power.
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The idea of life stages is central to the structural focus. The family is faced with

the task of reorganizing in times of transition; new subsystems and new

alliances may be made. Power and hierarchial arrangements may be altered

and members may have to assume new roles or give up others as the family

passes through successive lífe stages and faces new developmental tasks

(Laird & Allen, 1983).

Change is seen as occurring through the process of the therapist's affiliation

with the family and his restructuring of the family so as to transform

dysfunctional transactional patterns (Minuchin, 1974). Minuchin envisions the

therapist as a boundary maker, clarifying diffuse boundaries and opening

inappropriately rigid ones. Therapy is directed toward repairing or modifying the

family structure so that it can more effectively carry out its functions of "support,

regulation, nurturance and socialization of its members" (Minuchin, 1974, p.14).

Life Cvcle

The family life cycle perspective views symptoms and dysfunctions in relation to

normal functioning over time. tt frames problems within the course the family

has moved along in its past, the tasks it is presently trying to master, and the

future toward which it is moving (McGoldrick & Carter, 1gB2).

McGoldrick & Carter (1982) identify six family life cyèle stages with emotional

tasks associated with each transition and the changes required in family status

to allow the family to proceed developmentally. These stages are identified as:

1. the unattached young adult;

2. the newly married couple;
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!).

4.

5.

6.

the family with young children;

the family with adoleScents;

launching children and moving on; and

the family in later life.

Carter & McGoldrick's (1980) view of the normal family includes a vertical axis

which involves patterns of relating and functioning that are transmitted down the

generations, and a horizontal axis which represents the stresses on the family

as it moves fon¡¡ard through time, coping with the changes and transitions of the

family life cycle; both predictable developmental stresses and unpredictable

events, such as illness.

The therapist must assess not only the dimensions of the current life cycle stress

but also its connections to family themes, triangles and labels passed down in

the family over time.

Family life cycle passages are concerned with shifting membership over time

and the changing status of family members in relation to each other.

Dysfunctional families characteristically confuse shifts in status, exits and

functions. This occurs by the family pretending to have more power over

membership than it actually has, i.e., parents pretending children are not

growing uP, a mother who refuses to accept a daìghter-in-law in order to

pretend her status with her son is unchanged (McGoldrick & Carter, 1gB0).

Family stresses which are likely to occur around life cycle transition points

frequently create disruptions of the life cycle and produce symptoms and

dysfunction. ln this view, assessment of life cycle passages are significant to the
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therapist's intervention with the family. For exampfe, Haley (1973) viewed family

stress as highest at the transition points from one stage to another of the family

developmental process, and symptoms as most likely to appear when there is

an interruption in the family life cycle. Symptoms indicate that the family is

having difficulty making the transition to the next phase and therapeutic effods

need to be directed toward remobilizing the family life cycle so that normal

developmental progress can continue.

FAMILY CRISIS INTERVENTION AND ILLNESS

The occurrence of illness in an individual can be viewed from the point of view

of how such illness effects the family and what changes take place to cope with

its occurrence. Serious illness ín a family member presents an acute and

chronic crisis and produces disruption and disorganization of the familyls

previous equilibrium (Livsey, 1972), i.e., the family's interactions, plans and

needs become unbalanced.

The family therapist must assess the family as to:

1.

2.

3.

its developmental level;

its unique style; and

the patterns of interaction and their flexibility in times of stress.

Therapy also needs to consider what stage of the life cycle the family is in.

Expectations change in each stage and illness will affect each group differently

(Cohen & Wellisch, 1978).
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Lipowski (1970) discusses coping styles, í.e., an individual's enduring attitudes

that are put In operation when he is ill. lt may be postulated that a patient's

coping strategies are both influenced by and affect his family relationships. One

may also speak of coping by the family as a unit. Each family's coping style is

built upon years of experience with one another in ways of resolving problems

or avoiding resolution of them. Thus (illness) is not so much a separate problem

in family process as it is an accent upon the usual mode of functioning (Cohen

& Wellisch, 1978).

Coping refers to the mechanisms by which the family adapts itself to and deals

with the changes resulting from the illness of one of its members. The ability of a

family to function successfully may be affected by conflicts that impair coping

and disturb the sick member (Livsey, 1972).

Olsen (1970) stresses ,adaptive and successful coping and lists the following

characteristics of families that make good adaptation to serious illness: a clear

separation of generations; flexibility within and between roles; direct and

consistent communication and tolerance for each individual's development.

Family intervention needs to address family organization and structure, opening

up rigid boundaries to enable role sharing, addressing the power hierarchy to

promote clear separation of generations and to facilitàte clear, direct and open

communication between members.

Patient and family both being affected by the onset of illness requires that family

needs, too, be addressed in treatment. Minuchin (1974) suggests that

facilitation of adjustment to chronic illness requires modification of the patient's
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extrapsychic, as well as intrapsychic environment; which includes minimizing

family pathology. Minuchin is particularly concerned with enmeshment,

overprotection, rigidity and lack of conflict resolution in the family (Rustad,

1eB4).

Although the stress of illness may create dysfunction and cause the family's

regression to ineffective behavior patterns, or be more difficult to cope wíth

because of pre-existing family pathology, crisis also presents the family with an

opportunity to grow through adaptive strategies. For example, role realignment

or the re-establishment of boundaries can lead to a more equitable distribution

of power, greater independence of family members, and a greater sense of

family loyalty (Goldberg & Goldberg, 1985).

Structural family therapy theory also recognizes the ¡mportance of life stages

and the task of reorganizing in times of transition. New subsystems and

alliances are formed, power arrangements altered, and members assume new

roles or give up others as the family passes through life stages. tllness

represents a stress on the family as it moves through time and it is an

unpredictable event in the family life cycle. ltlness alters the power and

hierarchial arrangements in the family as role adaptions and realignments are

made. Structural family therapy intervention can assist in helping the family

make necessary adjustments by modifying the family-structure to adapt to the

illness by clarifying diffuse boundaries and opening inappropriately rigid ones.

Strain & Beallor (1978) set as goals forfamily adaptation to an ill memberthe

following:
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

family acceptance of physical and mental regression;

ability to help patient ward off stresses secondary to illness;

ability to tolerate the patient's expression of feelings and fears;

ability to enlist patient's trust yet support autonomous functioning; and

the ability to mobilize outsíde support (cited in Rustad, 1984).

The disparate and strong needs of the patient and the family during the process

of adjustment may bring them into serious conflict, and as Minuchin (1974) has

pointed out, resolution of these conflicts can be important if an adequate

adjustment is to be reached. Unfortunately, even families who maintained

relationships reasonably well before the onset of illness may find they lack the

skills needed to deal with the conflicts and problems which arise as an

outgrowth of the disability. When there is commitment to the relationship and

some desire and capacity for change, new skills may be taught in the process of

family intervention (Rustad, 1984).

l

Families operate generally to keep the emotional tension down and the

equilibrium stabilized. Life threatening illness disrupts the family equilibrium;

family members often react by distancing themselves from the emotional

turmoil. Thus, at a time when open relationships can be most beneficial to the

resolution of life crisis and to the emotional functíoning of the family, these

forces often render the family incapable of dealing opeìly with the crisís. Family

members attempt to protect one another from the stress by denying the severity

of the illness and the accompanying emotional upset, and communication

becomes blocks. The serious illness of a family member leads to disruption of

family equilibrium. The degree of disruption is affected by: 1) timing of illness in
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the life cycle; 2) nature of the illness; 3) openness of the family system; and 4)

family position of the seriously ill member (Herz, 1980).

Serious illness or death at any other than an elderly stage in the life cycle

phase is considered an incomplete life in that it does not follow the normal

expected course of life.

Serious illness in the prime of life is the most disruptive to the family...it is at this

phase in the life cycle that the individual has the greatest family responsibilities.

lllness at this stage may prevent the family from completing its life cycle tasks.

Serious illness or death of an adult family member interferes with opportunity for

the marital partners to begin enjoying each other with fewer family

responsibilities. Serious illness of a patient with children still at home may result

in the family not resolving tasks of these life stages. The adolescent may be

needed at home to help with siblings and care of the ill parent. For the spouse, it

means added emotional, domestic and financial burden.- .,:

"The intense stress of long-term illness is difficult for any family to

deal with on a continuing basis. lt is difficult to achieve a balance

between living and dying. Often the family and the dying
individual, acting to protect each other from the intensity of the

anxiety, close down communications and relationships. The

resulting inability to deal with the tension creates distance and

further tension is manifested in a variety of symptoms."

Herz, 1980, p.230

This can easily be the scenario that develops with either the illness of cancer or

myocardial infarction. At the point where cancer treatment is no longer

successful in checking the spread of the disease, the patient and his family
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move into a stage of terminality. This can also be the case with myocardial

infarction for the patient who has sustained significant heaft damage and, if not

a candidate for bypass surgery, patient and family live with the knowledge that

at any moment their life may suddenly end or he/she may gradually enter a

phase of end-stage cardiac disease. The long-term stress of living with dyíng

may result in serious family dysfunction. Family intervention to facilitate

communication and help family members remain emotionally open to one

another can reduce the tension and prevent or remediate family dysfunction.

Herz utilizes Bowen's theory of the openness of the family system as being

dependent on two interrelated criteria, i.e., degrees of differentiation of family

members and level of family stress. She notes that Bowen defines openness in

the family system as the "ability of each family member to stay non-reactive to

the emotional intensity in the system and to communicate his/her thoughts and

feelings to the others without expect¡ng the others to act on them" (Herz, 1980,

p.231). The more differentiated individual is able to define his position on the

basis of thought or principle and can hear other's thoughts and feelings without

over-reacting.

The second criteria in determining openness of the family system, level of

family stress, is crucialto the development of family symptomology.

A family can be undifferentiated but remain symptom free because they have

little stress. There is greater likelihood of emotional problems when family

members are unable to deal openly with one another. The ability to remain

open, express feelings and remain non-reactive to other's anxiety depends on

the intensity and the duration of the stress. Lífe-threatening illness creates
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intensive stress for all family members and therefore places the openness of

the family system under considerable strain.

The family position of the ill member is also an important contributing factor.

The more emotionally significant the member, the greater disruption in family

equilibrium and the greater denial of family dependence on that member. The

significance of a member can be understood in terms of their functional role

and the degree of emotional dependence of the family on that individual. For

example, the threatened loss of a parent through serious illness, to a young

child, means loss of breadwinner and nurturer; to a couple with extreme marital

fusion, threatened loss of spouse represents loss of self (Herz, 1980).

Herz believes intervention must be directed at opening up the family emotional

system, with the goal of preventing family dysfunction by assisting the family in

dealing wíth the stress of serious illness. Herz advocates for several

interventive strategies, including: 1) modeling open discussion of factual

information re: severity of illness, and 2) establishing at least one open

relationship within the family. By this, she does not mean therapist with a family

member, which would only serve to close the family further by lowering anxiety

enough to prevent family from dealing with each other or inviting dysfunction by

creating a triangle. ln order for family members to gain from open discussion of

the threat of death or emotional impact of serious illness, it must occur in the

context of the intimate family relationship.
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S UMMARY

This literature review provides evidence that the diagnosis of life-threatening

illness imposes many stresses on the family. The family may also be facing

concurrent stresses related to illness such as marital dysfunction or normative

individual or family transitions. The negative consequences of a cancer/M.1.

diagnosis are obvious; however, there may also be positive consequences

which promote family growth and well-being. Families employ many active

strategies to cope with stresses, gain understanding of the situation, and relieve

tensions. We need to give these families much empathic support during the time

of crisis. More impodantly, we need to take the opportunity to help these families

to expand their coping repertoire, to keep family lines of communication open,

to improve problem solving abilities, and to enhance overall interpersonal

relationships, so that they can grow with the demands of the illness.
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CHAPTER 2

DESIGN OF THE PRACTICUM

SETTING

The setting for this practicum was Misericordia General Hospital. This is a 409

bed acute care general hospital. Patients are admitted through the Emergency

Depaftment and by physicians who have admitting rights to the hospital. The

delivery of medical services is provided to the patient by the physician in charge

and/or by specialists on consultation, and by nursing staff on the unit where the

patient is confined. Other health care team members consisting of social worker,

pastoral care visitor, home care co-ordinator, dietician, and occupational or

physiotherapists provide services as needed. The student was well oriented to

this setting having been an employee at Misericordia for four years. The

student's familiarity with the sett¡ng facilitated introduction of the practicum and

access to clients, as the student was already known to many physicians and

head nurses, through whom most referrals came.

CLIENTS

The clients consisted of families with a diagnosis of life-threatening illness,

either myocardial infarction or cancer, in one of the adult partners. Referrals

were identified from my own caseloads on surgery and the intensive care unit,

as well as sought from head nurses, physicians and other social workers in

Misericordia General Hospital.
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Meetings with the family took place weekly or more frequently during the crisis

phase, immediately following diagnosis, and during hospitalization. Frequency

of post discharge meetings depended upon need, but for the most part, were

every two or three weeks for the duration of the practicum. Seven families were

seen over a four to six month period. Seven families were not seen past the

crisís/hospitalization phase.

INTERV ENTIO N

This practicum consisted of a plan of interuention with families for the first three

months following the diagnosis of myocardial infarction or cancer in an adult

partner. lntervention began in the crisis stage at the time of diagnosis and

continued through the hospitalization phase of treatment and initial recovery,

with post-discharge follow up expected to continue up to three months after

onset of illness. lnterventíon was based on an ecological systems assessment

and was consistent with a family-centered model of practice. As discussed in

the preceding literature review, intervention with patients and families consisted

of an assessment, crisis intervention, grief therapy, and family-centered

counselling to enhance coping strategies.

Assessment

An assessment of the family was done using an ecological framework.

Also the Double ABCX model explained ín the literature review was an

additional assessment tool with which to identify stresses, resources, and

1.
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family perception, effecting coping ability. Components of life cycle

development and family structural theory contributed to the assessment

of family functioning.

2. Crisis lntervention and Grief Therapy

Diagnosis of life-threatening illness creates a disequilibrium in the

family's normal steady state, so initial intervention efforts were directed at

"cushioning the impact of the stressful event by offering immediate

environmental first aíd and to strengthen the person (and the family) in

his/her coping and integrative struggles through on the spot clarification

and guidance through the crisis period " (Golan 1978, p.71).

The díagnosis of life-threatening illness by its "threatened" loss of a loved

one can set up a process of anticipatory grief for the family. As well, the

loss of "previous state of health" for the patient and family also comprises

a crisis of loss for, which patient and famíly may need to mourn. This

process and the intervention of helping the family to operationalize the

mourning process by encouraging the expression of painful feelíngs and

emotions was discussed in the earlier literature review on grief work

(p.12-14). The practicum intervention followed that as outlined in the grief

work section.

Encouragement of the ventilation of feelings is a basic procedure in the

early stages of crisis intervention. lt can help the famíly come to terms

with the diagnosis. The social worker needed to normalize and

universalize family feelings. Families were helped to identify their own

coping mechanisms that they could use to gain control of their situation.
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Practical tasks were also discussed and planned for, such as financial

matters, transporlation and other resources that could be utilized to

relieve initial stresses.

Golan (1978) presents six operational objectives in working with families

in crisis:

1.

2.

U.

relief of symptoms;

restoration to pre-crisis level of functioning;

some understanding of the relevant precipitating events which

have led to the state of disequilibrium;

identification of remedial measures which patient and/or family

can take which are available through community resources;

connecting current stresses with past life experiences and

conflicts; and

initiating new modes of perceiving thinking and feeling, and

developing new adaptive and coping responses which can be

used beyond the immediate crisis situation (Golan, 1978, p.71).

4.

5.

6.

.5-

These were the objectives toward which intervention was directed.

\-

Familv-Centered Counselling

Contact was maintained throughout the practicum period with members

of seven families, in hospital and/or in their own home. Contacts were

made at the time of crisis of diagnosis, during the treatment phase in

hospital and in the post discharge adjustment phase with additional
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family sessions at each stage as warranted by the famíly's needs and/or

desires. The focus of these family sessions arose from issues identified

from the assessment and which related to family functioning, interfamily

relationships, communication, support systems, past illness and crisis in

the family, the present course of illness and coping strategies. Emphasis

was placed on encouraging open communication and enhancing coping

strategies with a view to helping the family to problem solve and

reorganize after a crisis.

Essentially, this approach could be summarized as family-centered crisis

intervention. Crisis íntervention has just been described in some detail

but to summarize, family intervention during the acute stage of illness

were directed towards two goals: 1) reducing anxiety and 2) minimizing

the social disruption , for the family, caused by life-threatening illness.

This involved recognizing the impact on the family system and helping

family members identify their emotional responses, encouraging

expression of feelings, providing re-assurance and support, information

giving and provision of practical assistance.

During the convalescence stage, intervention was directed toward: 1)

preparing the family for the patient's discharge from hospital and 2)

toward re-organization post discharge to adapt'to the continuing effects

of the illness. This involved education as to what to expect, anticipatory

problem-solving, encouraging of open communication between family

members, discussion of role changes, and linkage to community

resources.
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TERMINATION AND EVALUATION

lntervention with the practicum families was maintained until such time as family

members felt the major adjustments required of them to accommodate illness,

had been made. For most families, this was around a five to six month period

after onset on illness. At this point most issues were resolved or families felt

able to cope with their changing circumstances without outside help and mutual

agreement for termination of service was reached.

Evaluation of progress towards goals was undertaken with each client family.

These goals were determined through a process of ecological assessment and

involved change in the adaptation and/or functioning of individual patient and/or

family members, in the interaction between family members, or involved

changes in the environment to achieve a better adaptive fit.

Three methods of evaluation were utilized to measure effectiveness of

intervention: These are as follows:

1. Eco-maps were used pre and post intervention, as an evaluative

measure. "Eco-maps can be used to evaluate outcomes and measure

change. A comparison of eco-maps done at outset and at termination

can help clients and workers measure the changes that have taken

place. As such the maps can become an important device in maintaining

accountability" (Hartman, 1 978).

2. The Family Assessment Measure (FAM lll) either the general scale or

brief form (Appendix l), were presented to families as a pre and post
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interuention tool. Four of the practicum families agreed to complete one

of the questionnaires but only one family completed both a pre and post

intervention test.

The FAM is a self-report instrument that provides quantitative índices of

family strengths and weaknesses. The basic concepts assessed by FAM

include: task accomplishment, role performance, communication,

affective expression, involvement, control, values and norms. The

general scale used in the practicum focuses on the family as a system.

The FAM may be used as a clinical diagnostic tool, or as a measure of

therapy outcome.

The concepts measured by the FAM also provide a framework for family

assessment and are elaborated upon in the following text. Task

accomplishment, i.ê.., the family's achievement of basic, developmental

and crisis tasks, as control to its life as a group. The process by which

tasks are accomplished include: problem identification, exploration of

solutions, implementation of selected approaches, and evaluation of

effectiveness. Task accomplishment involves the performance of various

roles. Role performance requires allocation of specified activities to

family members, agreement to assume assigned roles and carrying out

the prescribed behaviors. The process of cominunication is essential to

role definition and task accomplishment. The goal of effective

communication is the achievement of mutual understanding. A vital

element of communication, affective expression impedes or facilitates

task accomplishment and role integration. Effective communication is

most likely to become blocked in times of stress, such as illness. Símilarly
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the affectíve invorvement whích refers to the degree and quarity of
members interest in one another, can thus help or hinder task
accomplishment. Types of affective ínvolvement range from the
uninvolved to the enmeshed family. Also the ability of the family to meet
the emotional and security needs of family members, and the flexibility to
provide support for famiry members' autonomy of thought and function
are critical elements at a time of family illness.

Control is the process by which family members influence each other.
The family needs to be capabre of successfuily maintaining ongoing
functions and adapt to shifting task demands, if they are going to make a
successful adaptation to the crisis of illness. Values and norms provide
the backdrop against which all basic processes must be considered. lt is
important whether famiry rures are expricit, the scope ailowed members
to determine their own attitudes and whether family norms are consistent
with the broader cultural context (Skinner, et al 19Bg).

The norms for the FAM lll are based on a heterogeneous sample of 47s
families (n=933 adufts, n=502 children) that were tested at various hearth
and social service settings in the Toronto area. There ís moderate to high
internal consistency reriabirity for each subscare (.6s-.g7 for adurts and

"62 to '87 for children) and high internal consistehcy for the overafl rating
(.93 for adults and .94 for children) of the general scale (skinner, et al,
1 e83).

A third means of evaruation used was a consumer feedback
questionnaire. Evaluation researchers consider consumer feedback an
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ímportant source of information on treatment and such questionnaires

usually include enquiries into satisfaction with the therapist, with access

to services, with the treatment modalities offered, and with the changes

that did (or did not) occur as a consequence of service (Trute, 1985).

The consumer feedback questionnaire used is contained in Appendix 2

and based on questions pertinent to hospital social work and this

practicum, adapted from Powell (1987).

4. The Beck Depression lnventory, short form. This was used in only one

case as a pre and post intervention evaluation measure. The Beck

Depression lnventory, short form, is a 13 item questionnaire measuring

probable severity of depression. The reliability and validity of studies of

the original BDI were based on a sample of 598 patients in the

psychiatric and outpatient services of the Philadelphia General Hospital

and the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania. The split-half

reliability was 0.93, which is highly significant. The short form correlated

0.96 with the total BDI score (Beck & Beck, 1972). A sample

questionnaire is found in Appendix 3 which was published in Post

Graduate Medicine, Dec. 1972.

Support Network Questionnaire. A sample duestionnaire is found in

Appendix 4. This questionnaire was developed by Trute (1988) and

modelled after approaches of Hirsch (1980) and Kazak & Wilcox (198a).

The support Network form identifies family, friends, and professionals

who provide help or assistance and in what form; e.g. with tasks, social

activities, personal worries, decisions, emergencies and/or informatíon.
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The questionnaire also asks the family to identify negative influences in

their support network that block change. The questionnaire was

completed by two practicum families.
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SECTION II

CHAPTER 3

THE PRACTICUM EXPERIENCE

OVERVI EW

During the practicum period atotal of 14 families were seen bythe student. ln

each case an adult family member was diagnosed with a life threatening illness,

either cancer or myocardial infarction. Of the 14 cases, the breakdown in

diagnosis ís as follows:

Table ll

Breakdown in Diagnosis

Diagnosis

No. of

Pat¡ents

myocardial infarction

breast cancer

lung cancer

bone cancer

liver cancer

uterine cancer

3

3

5'

1

1

1

1 1 cancer

patients
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During the practicum period 4 patients died, all of them cancer patients,

although 1 cancer patient died suddenly as a result of an M.l. having a previous

history of hearl disease. Of the other 3 cancer patients, 1 was diagnosed as

terminal at the point of my entry to the case; the other 2 received a brief period

of treatment.

The amount of involvement with each client varied. All clients and/or famílies

were seen a minimum of twice, with 5 clients fitting into this level of contact.

These were clients who for the most part, declined involvement past the

hospitalization phase. lt was necessary to include a greater number of families

in the practicum in order to achieve a sufficient number of families willing to be

involved with the student over a longer period of time, i.e. the initially proposed

period of 3 months from time of diagnosis.

The maximum number of interviews with a family was 12 with 2 families

receiving this level of treatment. The remaining families were seen at varying

levels of frequency between 3 to 10 interviews. A total of B families were seen

for 2-4 interuiews and 6 families for 6-12 interviews.

Table lll represents the breakdown of client families according to age and

diagnosis of patient, number of sessions and family members seen.
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Age of
Patient

Table lll

Demographic Breakdown of Client Group

Sex Diagnosis
Family
Members Seen

M

F

F

M

F

M

F

M

M

F

M

M

F

50

75

41

7B

43

55*

30

63*

80"

79

55

49

4g*

lung cancer

breast cancer

breast cancer

bone cancer

breast cancer

lung cancer

uterine cancer

liver cancer
lung cancer

M.t.

M.t.

M.t:

lung cancer

lung cancer

pt. only

husband and pt.

husband and pt.

pt. only
pt. and mother

wife and pt.

pt. only
pt. only

wife and pt.

pt., adult son/daughter

wife and pt.

pt., wife and 19 yr old son
pt., husband son 28 years,

two daughters 26 and 16

pt. and husband

No. of
lnterviews

2

2

2

2

4

2

3

3

6

B

6

12

12

B6B

deceased

As this table reflects, there was an even split between male (7) and female (7)

patients. There were 4 patients under 50 years of age, 5 patients between 50-

65 years, and 6 patients 65 years and over. Six families had children still living

at home. All but one client, who was widowed, were living with a spouse.
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All the families resided in Winnipeg. Eleven of the families were Caucasian, one

family was Asian, and two families were native.

Twelve of the families could be described as of the middle socio-economic

class. One was working class and one was on partial social allowance. All of

the patients, both male and female, of working age (eíght families) were

employed at the time of diagnosis of their illness. Of their partners, one wife was

a full time homemaker and one husband was on disability leave. Six families

were retired. All but one family consisted of a marital couple, the other was a

widow. Six of the families had children living at home, seven families had adult

children no longer at home, and one family had no children.

The six cases that are discussed in this section were chosen because they were

cases where I had the greatest involvement and in most cases the family

engaged on such a level as to be willing to complete the FAM assessment

measure. Also each case was chosen for the particular issues that it illustrates,

í.e. dysynchrony of family members in coping with terminal illness, the crisis of

cancer as an impetus to change or family re-organization after the death of a

parent. A seventh case is added to demonstrate entry difficulties.

One case (X) is discussed at length being representative of much of my work

with practicum families. The remaining six cases 1À-'to F) are discussed in

slightly less detail.
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FAM¡LY CASE STUDIES

"X'' FAMILY

REORGANIZATION TO ADAPT TO LIFE THREATENING ILLNESS...

The "X" family consisted of Mr. X, 55 years and Mrs. X, 44 years. This couple

had 3 adult children living away from home. A daughter,2T years, in Winnipeg

with a 3 year old child, a son, 24 years,living with this sister, and a second son,

21 years,living and working in Thunder Bay.

Both Mr. and Mrs. X's parents were deceased, as were the majority of their

brothers and sisters. Those who are living, are in North Western Ontario except

one of Mr. X's sisters, who lives in Winnipeg, not far from the X family. The family

constellation is diagrammed in Figure 2.

lnsert
Figure 2

about here

Reason for Referral:

Mr. and Mrs. X were referred to the Social Work Department in Feb'BB while Mr.

X was a cardiac patient in the lntensive Care unit of the Misericordia General

Hospital. Mr. X had suffered a myocardial infarction (heart attack), and was

concerned about his recovery time and ability to continue employment. Mrs. X
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was concerned about her husband's serious condition and feared for his

survival. This couple were seen for 6 sessions over a four month period, from

February to June, 1988.

History of Previous Family Functioning:

The couple had been managing well prior to Mr. X's heart attack. They had a

prior history of problems with alcohol abuse dating back to pre-1980. Mrs. X had

been so seriously ill at one point from cirrhosis of the liver, that she was not

expected to recover. However, she did survive after extensive treatment, and

had now been free of any alcohol use for B years. Mr. X had not been as

successful in achieving total sobriety, but had not had any serious drinking

binges forthe pasttwo years. The couple had separated at one poínt in 1976

due to alcohol abuse, but subsequently reconciled. After Mrs. X's recovery from

liver disease, the couple entered alcohol treatment programs together. Mr. and

Mrs. X's history with Mrs. X's serious illness reveal that this couple were

experienced in coping with critical illness. ln fact, they survived intact as a

family, and emerged from the experience strengthened in their relationship and

personal functioning, capable and committed to overcoming their alcohol

dependency problems.

Family Assessment:

The X family are a native family. Developmentally this couple are in the life

cycle stage of launching children and adjusting to their regained couple status.
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Mr. X makes his living from traditional lndian skills as a guíde at a fishing camp.

As usually the case in native families, they are close to extended family and

boundaries between nuclear and extended family are not distinct.

Mr. and Mrs. X function in traditional roles, with Mrs. X being the homemaker

and Mr. X the breadwinner. Communication is generally clear with husband and

wife discussing issues together. They are mutually supportive of one another

but external stresses have at times created conflicts. They have had previous

experience with serious illness and their experience has created a belief in the

ability to recover if medical advice is followed.

Mr. X holds the value that work gives purpose and independence. Both Mr. and

Mrs. X define family as very important. The quality of emotional relationships in

this family is good. They participate in mutual decision making and reach out to

resources for help when conflicts and problems cannot be resotved internally.

They make good use of resources and maintain a good relationship with their

support system. They turn typically to extended family, i.e. adult children for

assistance when needed.

ln looking at the "X" family from the point of view of crisís theory, (Golan 1g7B),

the diagnosis of myocardial infarction was a disruption to the family's previous

state of balance. Both Mr. and Mrs. X demonstrated behaviors that were

indicative of an active crisis state. Mr. X was shocked by the diagnosis and had

a need to repeat several times the events leading up the actual experience of

his heart attack. Mrs. X's shock and anxiety were demonstrated by her

emotional state, as she sat by her husband's bedside, expressing fear for his

survival.
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Problems Addressed:

The "X" family began to re-organize themselves from the crisis as the planning

for discharge was discussed. The couple began to address life-style changes,

i.e. diet, exercise, time off work, and how these factors would be integrated into

their daily lives. Mrs. X also raised concern for her husband staying alone at

home when she was to enter hospital in a few weeks time, for upcoming knee

surgery.

Different goals were set at each stage of Mr. X's illness. During the crisis stage

while Mr. X was in the intensive care unit, the goals were:

1. to alleviate Mr. and Mrs. X's anxiety regarding the patient's

survival; and

2. to strengthen their coping capacities.

During the recovery phase, while still hospitalized but out of intensive care the

goals of interventions were:

1. to prepare for Mr. X's discharge; and \

2. to obtain financial support while Mr. X was unemployed.

ln the post discharge phase, goals were established as follows:
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secure household management

while Mr. X was unemployed;

resources to meet family's needs

2. facilitate emotional adjustment to temporary (possibly permanent)

loss of employment;

3. facilitate adjustments to role changes as a result of illness; and

4. facilitate couple communication to ensure all members emotional

needs are met.

lntervention:

lntervention during the time of initial crisis focussed on two goals: 1) alleviating

the immediate impact of-the disruption and stress of Mr. X's heaft attack on the

couple; and 2) mobilizing their psychological capacities and social resources to

enhance adaptive coping with the stress of life-threatening illness (Parad -

1971). Achievement of these goals was undertaken by providing opportunity for

Mr. X and his wife to vent their fears and shock at the news of Mr. X's heart

attack. Also network building interventions ensured Mrs. X had suppoft when

visiting her husband in lCU, by suggesting she-'have family or friends

accompany her, or by my own presence some of the time.

Exploration with Mr. and Mrs. X of their previous coping strategies, during past

times of crisis, specifically during Mrs. X's own critical illness, served to re-

1.
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assure this couple of their emotíonal strengths and capacity to survive an

emotionally difficult time.

Once the immediate threat to survival seemed past, Mr. X began to question his

return to work. Mr. and Mrs. X were receiving assistance with City Welfare at the

time of Mr. X's heart attack, but the family generally supported themselves by

Mr. X's employment through the spring and summer months as a guide at a

fishing camp in North Western Ontario. He had been due to leave for camp in 3

weeks time when he had suffered this heart attack. The rest of the year the

couple managed on his saved earnings and some city assistance through the

winter months.

The impact of this crisis on the future i.e. work, was a major issue for Mr. X. Mr.

X's work was very important to him, giving him a sense of purpose and

capability in which he took pride. lt also gave them as a family, freedom from

dependence'on public assistance. As it eventually proved impossible for Mr. X

to return to this type of work, intervention helped him mourn the loss of a valued

pañ of himself.

The "X" family was assessed utilízing McOubbin & Patterson's Double ABCX

model (1983).

lnsert
Figure 3

about here
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McCubbin suggests that families are seldom dealing with a single stressor, but

rather they are experiencing a "pile up" of demands. The "X" family were

dealing with the stress of Mr. X's myocardial infarction and treatment, lifestyle

changes, Mr. X's hospitalization, resulting unemployment and dependence on

City Welfare resulting in lower income. ln addition, Mrs. X's orthopedic problems

required surgery very soon after Mr. X's heart attack. Her immobilization after

surgery added stress to the family. Their housing, with stairs, was inadequate.

Mrs. X could not negotiate the stairs herself. Mr. X could not assist his wife

because of his heart attack. Also, during Mrs. X's hospitalization, the additional

stress of Mr. X potentially being left alone at home was of concern to Mrs. X.

Household chores as well became a problem after Mrs. X's surgery, as Mr. X

was not well enough to take over her role in heavy household chores.

A second factor in the Double ABCX model is resources. The X family had some

good psychological and interpersonal resources, but would require additional

new resources to meet the new demands placed upon them. The Eco-maps,

before and after intervention illustrated the increased input of resources to the

family.

lnsert
Figures 4 and 5

about here

Referrals were made to Victorian Order of Nurses and Home Care for nursing

and housekeepíng services for both Mr. X and his wife. Contacts were made
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Diaqramma¡ic assessment of family reiarionships

Figure 4
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Di¿grammatic assessment of family relationships
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with City Welfare to maintain the family on assistance until Mr. X's ability to

return to work could be determined. This also required my intervention on the

family's behalf advocating with Mr. X's physician to clarify the length of time he

would be off work and whether he could return to his former type of

employment.

lntervention to help this couple in their adaptation process by mobilizing their

social resources involved advocating with and referring to appropriate

community supports to meet certain needs, and problem solving with the couple

around personal resources and utilization of their social support system. The

couple decided to request increased temporary support from their children, to

assist them through the first difficult months of adaptation. While Mrs. X was

hospitalízed, the eldest son moved home so that Mr. X would not be left alone.

The younger son, who had been working in Thunder Bay returned to Winnipeg

and found work here. The family decided that the two sons live with the parents

and assist with the running of the household and needs of their parents during

Mrs. X's convalescence from knee surgery. Although this plan worked well for

the family, there is concern that the adult children could potentially become

stalled in theír developmental tasks of leaving parents and establishing

themselves índependently. Even though the famiry saw this as a temporary

arrangement until Mrs. X was able to resume her normal activity level, a useful

intervention may have been to meet with the entire fa-mily to ensure this issue

was clear. lt was not of particular concern to the family and was seen as a

natural solution possibly because of the not uncommon blurring of boundaries

between nuclear and extended family in native culture.
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It was a concern from the start, that Mr. X would not be able to resume the

physically demanding duties of hís employment as a fishing guide. Intervention

on this issue began early in the convalescent period with Mr. X exploring the

meaning to him of his work, hís perception of himself in relation to work,

exploring other roles he performs in the family and his overall importance to the

family. The majority of conflicts between Mr. and Mrs. X during this time were

over Mr. X attempting to do too much in order to prove to himself that he could

return to work. Such attempts at physical labour resulted in Mr. X experiencing

angina, and his wife becoming distressed that he would have a second,

possibly fatal, heart attack. Mr. X also threatened to return to work in response to

City Welfare's threats to cut off assistance. The family had to repeatedly justify to

Cíty Welfare why he was not working. lf he was ill City Welfare expected a

medical report that would enable them to transfer the family to Provincial

assístance. Mr. X's physician was reluctant to predict Mr. X's work potential

beyond two month periods at this time. Mr. X's threats to return to work were

made out of frustration and hís reinforced negative feelings of loss of

independence. The fear on Mrs. X's part that her husband might actually return

to work caused considerable conflict between the couple. Resotution of this

problem requíred intervention with City Welfare and Mr. X's physician, as well

as in the communication processes between the couple.

lntervention consisted of opening up and clarifying ìommunications between

the couple. My purpose was to reframe Mrs. X's anger at her husband as a

concern for his well being, while at the same time, enabling Mr. X to be heard by

her as to the importance to him of being a capable head of the household. With

this clarification, and assistance in communicating, Mrs. X was able to express

her fears to her husband as well as provide him with information as to other
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important roles he played in the family regardless of earning money i.e.

companion, father, decision-maker; important roles that she cared much more

about than loss of financial income or financial independence. Mr. X did have a

sense of himself as more than a wage earner, and the verbalization and

legitimization of these other roles by his wife did much to help him adjust to the

possibility of not returning to work. Mr. X ceased "overdoíng" physical activity

and began looking at developing hobbies within his abilities.

Evaluation:

Several evaluative instruments were used with the "X" family to assist in

determining the effectiveness of the intervention:

1. Eco-maps, pre and post intervention;

2. Support Network questionnaire;

FAM lll, Brief form - pre and post intervention;

Beck Depression lnventory, pre and post intervention; and
'\-.-.

Consumer Satisfaction questíonnaíre.

The Eco-maps (Figures 4 and 5) illustrate the increased social supporT network

subsequent to intervention which assisted the family in acquiring necessary

additional community resources to meet their needs. i.e. Home Care, Welfare,

4.

5.
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VON, and family. lt also illustrates the change in reciprocity of the flow of

supports i.e. prior to Mr. X's M.1., the family were engaged in a more mutual give

and take process with their support system. Now they are primarily receiving

support.

A second evaluative tool, the support network questionnaire, was basically

found to be redundant. lt provided information similar to that of the Eco-map,

showing an increase in formal support systems and greater reliance on

informal supports subsequent to the illness. lt did also reveal that Mr. and Mrs. X

depended on family for instrumental and affective tasks and supplemented

instrumental task performance with formal community supporÏs.

The FAM lll (brief form) was administered at the time of the first meeting with the

family after hospital discharge, approximately 3 weeks after Mr. X's M.l. The first

2 weeks of hospitalization were seen as a time during which the couple were

reacting to the crisis of Mr. X's M.1., and not an appropriate time to request they

complete the questionnaire. Thus, it was administered during the first home visit

after discharge. The brief form was util¡zed because of reluctance on the

couple's part to complete the longer form, citing lack of education and poor

reading skills as a barrier. They were co-operative with the short form and Mr. X

also agreed to complete the Beck Depression inventory. Both Mr. and Mrs. X's

pre-intervention scores on the brief FAM lll fell ùittl¡n the normal range.

However, their answers did indicate weakness (though still within normal) in the

areas of expression of emotions and conflíct in role expectations. These are the

areas that were addressed in interventions with this couple. A post intervention

FAM (brief form) was received four weeks after termination of treatment. The

couple's scores continued to be in the normal range. Previous disagreement
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over role function ("family duties are fairly shared") was resolved: Their

response to "we tell each other about things that bother us", changed from

"disagree" to "agree". Their pre-intervention response may have reflected a

desire to protect one another and a fear that upset feelings might cause Mr. X

cardiac stress. Their post-intervention response seems to indicate no concern in

this area and an increased openness in communication since intervention.

Disagreement remained on two questions but their overall scores fell well within

the range of normal family functioning and seemed to reflect slight positive

changes subsequent to intervention.

Mr. X's answers on the Beck Depression inventory scored him as experiencing

"none to minimal" depression. ln fact, the only area in which he acknowledged

any concern was in the section under "pessimism", indicating he did feel

discouraged about the future. Two other areas that I would have expected

acknowledgement of concern , were under "work difficulty" and "fatigability", as

the question of whether Mr. X would be able to return to previous employment

was raised by him right from the time of diagnosis. Possible explanations of this

seeming inconsistency is that the statements on the Beck questionnaire

regarding work difficulty and fatigue do not provide enough range to express

Mr. X's experience or that he was not willing to admit to limitations of his M.1.,

still practicing some denial at this time regarding the significance or

permanence of his cardiac disability.

The post-intervention "BecK' revealed no depression, Mr. X no longer reporting

any pessimism about the future. None of his other responses changed.
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lnterventions with this family were many in the instrumental area, referring to

and arranging for support services to enable the family to manage Mr. X's

recovery at home. lntervention in the affective area focussed on handling

feelings of anxiety in relation to Mr. X's illness and on opening of

communication between the couple to assist in Mr. X's adaptat¡on to the loss of

his work role. Evaluation of the clinical work reveals progress on all specified

objectives and the pre and post test instruments support the intervention as

successful.
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''A'' FAMILY

THE CRISIS OF CANCER AS AN IMPETUS TO CHANGE...

The "4" family consists of Mrs. A, 30 years, and her husband, 28 years, and 4

children, 3 from a previous marriage. Mrs. A comes from a large family as the

attached genogram illustrates (Figure 6). Nothing is known about Mr. A's family.

Mrs. A's family live close by in the same reserve community.

lnsert
Figure 6

about here

Reason for Referral:

Mrs. A was referred to the Social Work Department of the hospital by her

program trainer, because of marital probfems. Mrs. A was working as an alcohol

counsellor trainee on her reserve and was scheduled to come into Winnipeg for

surgery, for cancer of the uterus. As she had to come into Winnipeg for periodic

6 week training sessions, there would be opportunity-for continued counselling

if she wished. Mrs. A was seen for 3 sessions during her 10 day hospitalization

in Feb. '88. Though fufther sessions were offered, Mr. A did not choose to

continue counselling post discharge.
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History of Previous Family Functioning:

Mrs. A is in her second marriage, her husband drinks heavily and is abusive.

Her first marriage ended in 1976, with the death of her husband in an alcohol

related drowning accident. She had 2 sons from this marriage, now 11 and 10

years of age. After her husband's death, Mrs. A indulged ín much alcohol

abuse, and as she described it, did not want to admit that alcohol had been

responsible for her husband's death. After 5 years of this self-destructive

behavior, Mrs. A decided she wanted to straighten her life out and provide a

stable home for her children. She returned to the reserve and quit drinking.

During this time, she had a 3rd child, now 4 years old. ln 1984, she met and

married Mr. 4., a new comer to her reserve. They have one daughter, 2 years of

age.

Mrs. A was a victim of sexual abuse by her father and several of her brothers

when she was a child. Having been victimized for much of her life, she has

difficulty believing that she deserves better.

Family Assessment:

This couple are developmentally in the stage of the life cycle, concerned with

tasks of raising young children. They represent a blended family and they face

additional psychosocial tasks of integrating a step-parent and step-children into

one family unit. They are a native family, living on a reserve. Mrs. A holds
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traditional lndian values and her culture and the welfare of her people are

imporlant to her.

Mrs. A. functions in the role of both wage earner and homemaker. Her husband

only recently became employed. Mr. A functions in the power position of the

family and maintains control by intimidation and abuse. Mrs. A reports she and

her husband have different styles of communication, she tries to talk out

problems, while her husband tends to be non-communicative and displays a

limited range of emotion. Having not seen Mr. A, it was not possible to

observe family communication patterns.

Mrs. A holds the belief that it is important for her children to have a father, that

marriage is sacred and that she has a responsibility to make the marriage work.

According to his wife, Mr. A clearly believes that the man should be in charge of

the family and Mrs. A feels her husband resents her position in the community,

The quality of emotional relationships in this family is poor. There is lack of trust

on the part of both partners as well as jealousy and intimidation from the

husband. Mrs. A's family of origin holds a poor quality of emotional

responsiveness for Mrs. A because of her victimization in childhood from sexual

abuse-

Mrs. A attempts to engage in joint decision-making with her husband but he

does not respect her as an equal partner. There is poor conflict resolution in this

family, often resulting in violence. Mrs. A has some resources she can reach out

to in an emergency and is becoming more capable in asking for and receiving
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help. Mr. A has limited social supports other than his wife and "drinking

buddies".

Presenting Problems:

Mr. A drinks excessively and abuses his wife emotionally and physically. She

identifies problems between them as:

1. finances - up until recently, he was unemployed and she was sole

support of the family;

sex - she expressed complaints that her husband forces sexual

encounters upon her even though intercourse is presently painful

for her due to the tumor pressing on her cervix; and

3. jealousy - that her husband does not trust her with other men,

accuses her of "sleeping around" when in Winnipeg on training

sessions, follows her and generally intimidates her.

Mrs. A, because of her desire to make this marriage work, is ambivalent about

leaving her husband. She always feels let down by hè'r husband, but seems to

think something is wrong with her and that she does not deserve anything

better. The diagnosis of cancer of the uterus has brought the situation to a crisis

poínt for her. She has reached a point of reflecting on the difficult life she had

had and herself states "now on top of everything else, at 30 years of age, I have

cancer".
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Although Mrs. A's prognosis is very good, her cancer having been eliminated by

surgery (hysterectomy), the diagnosis of a potentially life-threatening illness has

forced her to confront the problems in her marriage. She describes herself as

being at a crossroads in her life and having to make changes.

ln addition to the problems in the marital relationship, Mrs. A is experiencing

considerable stress and abuse in her work situation. Her co-worker in the

alcohol counsellor program has had an affair with her husband, has physically

beaten up Mrs. A because she reported her co-worker as having a drinking

problem, and the sponsors of the training program have been slow to respond

to Mrs. A's complaints. These factors in the job situation further frustrate Mrs. A's

efforts to improve herself and reinforce her victimization.

Mrs. A is clearly experiencing a pile up of stresses. In order to facilitate

adaptation, intervention was directed toward increasing and creating a more

positive support system, and toward reinforcing her perception of the crisis of

this cancer diagnosís as an impetus toward change; i.e. reframing the illness as

an opportunity to make positive changes in her life.

lnseft
Figure 7

about here
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Goals:

to empower Mrs.

relationship; and

A to take steps to free herself from an abusive

2. to assist her in formulating a plan concerning work problems.

lntervention:

lntervention was limited because of Mrs. A's short hospitalization and

inaccessibility post discharge. Contact was limited to Mrs. A as her husband

was not in Winnipeg and she did not want to include him in counselling as she

did not feel safe discussing the abuse in his presence. lndividual therapy was

conducted with Mrs. A from a systemic perspective; i.e. by effecting Mrs. A to

make changes that would alter the marital and family relationships. Mrs. A was

seen for 3 sessions during her 10 days hospital stay. During the first interuiew,

contact consisted of exploring Mrs. A's concerns, making a problem list, and

gathering family history.

lntervention provided validation for the horror of the tragedies she has suffered,

gave her a cognitive framework of how she had bee-n victimized, and offered

suppott and reinforcement for her emotional strength and the positive changes

she had made in her life.

ln the second interview, further attempts were made at cognitive restructuring

around her sense of herself as a victim, through providing information on

1.
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resources such as the Manitoban Committee on Wife Abuse (which was still in

operation at the time of this practicum) and reading materials to educate her

about wife abuse and victimization from childhood sexual assault. lntervention

also focussed on what she wanted in her life. Attempts were made to empower

her to feel capable to taking charge of her life.

ln the third and final interview, Mrs. A had still not come to any decisions

regarding her marriage or work situation. This interview was spent strategizing

as to how to handle her complaints of the job and to whom in authority she

would direct these complaints. As Mrs. A intended to return home to her

husband, at least temporarily, intervention focussed on a protection plan for

herself and what resources there were in her community to help her.

Designing a protection plan involved discussion of the signs Mrs. A. could

identify in her husband's behavior that usually precipitated violence and which

could serve as a warning signal for her to put her protection plan into action.

The second step involved her leaving the home and going to a neighbour upon

whom she could rely for help, and who had a telephone so she could call for

assistance. This meant re-consídering a family move to a new home on another

part of the reserve but where she did not have the ready suppoft of reliable

neighbours available to her. A final step in the protection plan if she was unable

to get out of the house before violence occurred, was for her to attempt to get to

the bedroom, this being the room she identified as the least dangerous or

having the least lethal objects in it.

lntervention was essentially delivered in the crisis stage as the client was not

seen subsequent to hospital discharge.
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Evaluation:

The following evaluatíve tools were utilized with Mrs. A:

1. eco-maps - pre and post intervention;

2. support network questionnaire; and

3. FAM lll - administered at inítial interview.

The eco-maps were useful in identifying what community and soc¡al supports

the patient had, what resources were positive, which were conflictional and

what supports could be relied upon for additional suppoft. The post intervention

eco-map, adds additional resources that were provided to Mrs. A by way of

counselling resources, reading material and development of a protection plan.

lnseñ
Figures B and 9

about here

The support network questionnaire gathered very similar information. lt

confirmed that Mrs. A relied primarily on professionals for both instrumental and

affective tasks and that family and community members, specifically husband,

extended family and clients, whom she did not want to abandon by leaving her

job, were a block to change"
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Diagrammatic assessment of family reiationships
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Diagrammatic assessment of family relationships
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Mrs. A was asked to complete the FAM lll general scale after the initial contact

with me. The results are represented in Figure 10. As can be observed from the

graph, all of Mrs. A's responses fall in the problem range. The social desirability

and defensiveness scales are scored below 40. This pattern is characteristic of

high levels of anxiety. lt is a signal that the respondent is reaching out for

assístance. Considering the number of significant stresses confronting this

woman, it is not surprising she is seeking help at this time.

lnsert
Figure 10

about here

Attempts to reach Mrs. A post discharge were unsuccessful and a post

intervention FAM questionnaire was not returned. Mrs. A did write a letter of

thanks to the student, when leaving hospital, for the counselling sessions. This

would seem to indicate some level of satisfaction on the part of the client with

the intervention. Without follow-up contact it is not possible to evaluate the

efficiency of the intervention but based on qualitative evaluation of Mrs. A's

verbal responses in the last interview, she had gained a new perspective of her

situation and the knowledge of alternatives available to her.
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''B'' FAMILY

ADAPTATION VERSUS CHANGE...

The "8" family consisted of Mr. B, 49 years and Mrs. B, 43 years and their 3 sons

all living at home, ages: 21, 19 and 15 years. Mr. B has no relatives in Canada.

Both his parents are deceased. Mrs. B has a brother and sister in Winnipeg and

both her parents are also living. Her father is terminally ill with cancer. She is

the primary support to her parents. The family relationships are diagrammed in

the genogram, Figure 11.

lnsert
Figure 11

about here

Reasons for Referral:

Mr. B was referred to the Social Work Department in April '88 while he was a

patient in the lntensive Care unit of the Misericordia Generat Hospital

recovering from a myocardial infarction (M.1.). He was referred by the head

nurse because of anxiety and worries he expressed about his wife and children.

Mr. B was particularly concerned about how his wife would cope with his illness

as she suffered depression and was under psychiatric care. He also had

concerns for his sons, two of whom were unemployed. The patient and/or his
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family were seen for a total of ten sessions, over a five month period from April

to August'88.

Assessment:

Pressures and conflicts existed in this family prior to Mr. B's heart attack. Mrs.

B's depression often created stress between the couple, though Mr. B felt he

had learned to live with her mood swings, accepted this as an illness and tried

to be supportive and understanding. There was also a fair bit of conflict between

Mr. B and the 19 year old son over his unemployment. He had been

unemployed for one year, his unemployment insurance had run out and Mr. B,

ín the past, blamed his son's long hair as preventing him from getting hired. The

son, an amateur musician in a rock band hoped to make a career for himself in

the music world and was resistant to his fathe/s suggestions that he should

seek fufther training. Mrs. B felt herself to be particularly close to her youngest

son (15 years old) and found him a big suppofi to her. The eldest son, recently

laid off, was not in conflict with his father but was a concern for Mr. B as he saw

both sons as victíms of the present day economy and worried about their future.

ln addition, the oldest two sons were, at this point, financially dependent on the

family. Mr. B would not consider either son applying for social allowance.

Consistent with crisis theory and the Double ABcx model, Mr. B's M.l.

represented a "pile up" in stressors. The family had already been dealing with a

number of major stresses (unemployment, and wife's depression) ín their pre-

crisis state. The crisis of Mr. B's heart attack represented an additional burden

that created more stress than could be managed by the family resulting in a
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state of "pile up". Mr. B was lookíng for social work intervention to regain control

over the stresses, by resolving some issues and thus putting the family back into

balance.

The Double ABCX model as it applies to this case is illustrated in Figure 12.

lnsert
Figure 12

about here

This desire for adaptation vs. change became clear in the course of my work

with the family. Once problems were dealt with sufficíently to restore a sense of

balance/control, Mr. and Mrs. B had no desire to work furiher on pre-existing

issues (i.e. conflicts with sons, marital conflicts and wife's depression).

lmprovement in family functioning was not their goal; rather they saw restoration

to pre-crisis functioning as adequate. The service provided was basically family

crisis intervention.

lntervention:

Mr. B's first need was to vent his feelings and worries regarding his family and

himself. He expressed surprise at his heart attack as he considered himself

physically fit and the heart attack had happened during a time of relaxation, in

fact on return from vacation. He was impressed with how his wife had coped

with the crisis and had gotten him to the hospital quickly. W¡th the immediate
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threat to his survival past, Mr. B's concerns turned toward the troubles in his

family. His anxiety about his wife and his sons was the next need to be

addressed as these worries were hampering his recovery by increasing his

tension level, interfering with his sleep. Crisis intervention was provided giving

him some sense of control over these issues by:

1. expressing them and venting his feelings;

2. creating, with the student's help, a problem list which served to

externalize the problems, i.e. get them on paper so that he no

longer needed to mull them over in his head;

3. agreement with the patient that he would not dwell on these

problems - that they would be dealt with in conjunction with the

student;
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assurance to patient that some of the problems on the list could be

effectively resolved and how t would intervene to do so, i.e.

student r¡rill advocate on 21 year old son's behalf with UIC to

obtain his payments; student will meet with patient's wife to

provide emotional support for her during this crisis (in light of her

depression); student will meet with patìent's 19 year old son to

discuss youth employment programs and refer appropriately to

assist him in job finding; and

5. that when feeling stressed, he will use relaxation tapes to alleviate

tension.
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This intervention with the patient did much to alleviate his anxiety ín intensive

care and on the ward. Meetings with the wife and son provided employment

referral and emotional support. A meeting was also held with patient, his wife

and 19 year old son to clarify Mr. B's illness and treatment and open

communication and express caring between them. There was a sense of regret

and guilt on the part of each of these family members because of past conflicts.

The student was able to assist the older son in obtaining his Ul benefits and the

second son (through his own resources) found employment. By the time Mr. B

was discharged from the hospital, he had regained a sense of control over his

social environment and was able to concentrate on his recovery progress.

Post hospital follow-up focussed on role adaptation and communication to

accommodate Mr. B's illness. The sons picked up some of the heavier chores

that Mr. B used to perform. Financially Mr. B had a good disability plan and was

not concerned with time missed from work.

Unfortunately, Mr. B was re-admitted to hospital four weeks after discharge.

Although this created much initial anxiety and stress for patient and family,

being worried it was a second heart attack, it proved not be cardiac related.

During the process of assessment and diagnosis patient and wife were seen for

supportive counselling allowing them the opportunitytto vent their feelings and

concerns at the point of this discharge. Mrs. B was copíng effectively with her

husband's íllness and there was less conflict between Mr. B and his sons. Mr.

and Mrs. B felt they were managing satisfactory and thus social work contact

was termínated.
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Evaluation:

Upon initial discharge after Mr. B's heafi attack (14 days after M.l.), both Mr. and

Mrs. B were asked to complete the FAM general scale and the Beck Depression

inventory. Although initially agreeing to do so, at the next meeting Mr. B

explained they did not want to complete the forms. Mr. B indicated that he found

the FAM "too depressing". He felt the questions pointed out too many negatives

in their relationship and they preferred not to go through that process. I believe

that this illustrates an important point. This family's desire was to adapt to a
crisís, in this case illness, sufficiently successfully to restore a previous

manageable level of stress versus a desire to enter family therapy to change

and improve famíly functioning. My contract with the family was not for family

change, but rather to intervene to problem-solve and reorganize after a crisis. I

experienced problems in gaining the family's co-operation because I was

attempting to shift from a role of crisis intervention to that of family therapy.

The eco-maps, pre and post intervention illustrate the tensions for the family that

exísted prior to Mr. B's heart attack and the resources that were effectíve in

alleviating some of these stresses during the intervention phase.

lnseñ
Figures 13 and 14

about here
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Diaqramm¿ric asscssmcnt of family rclarionships
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The consumer questionnaire was issued and returned B weeks after termination

of contact. The family found social work intervention helpful, cited the 2

problems of 1) wife's depression and 2) son's unemployment as the two major
issues addressed and that these problems had improved. This family indicated
a possible desire to meet with a social worker again, in the future, if the need
arises, which would seem to indicate satisfaction with the effectiveness of
intervention.
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,'C'' FAMILY

RE.ORGANIZATION TO ACCOMMODATE LIFE-THREATENING

ILLNESS IN THE LATE STAGES OF LIFE ...

This family consists of Mrs. c, 68 years and her husband 75 years of age. Mr.

and Mrs. C have been married 42 years. Mrs. C is a homemaker and her

husband is a retired railway worker. They have 2 adult children living away from

home, a married son 88 years with 2 young children, and a daughter 34 years

of age. The genogram in Figure 15 illustrates the family constellations.

lnsert
Figure 15

about here

Reason for Referral:

Mrs. C was referred to this student's practicum because of a diagnosis of lung

cancer with a guarded prognosis, and having an ill husband was anticipated to

have concerns for how the family would adapt to her illness. Social work contact

was initiated with Mrs. C during her hospitalization and continued with herself

and her husband post discharge during her receipt of chemotherapy from June

to December, 1988.
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Family Assessment:

Mr. and Mrs. C have a very close and supportive relationship. They exhibit a lot

of strengths in their marriage and in their caring of one another. Mr. C. has had

a number of health problems over the years. He had a colostom y 20 year,s ago

for cancer of the bowel; he also has cataracts and arthritis. Although he has

been managing his colostomy tor 20 years, this continues to represent a
significant handicap from the family's point of view.

Both adult children are supportively involved with their parents. The unmarried

daughter provided care to her father while Mrs. C was hospitalized. The son

helps out with practical chores and transportation when possible. Mrs. C also

expresses worries about her son as he suffers from Chron's (chroníc bowel

disease) and will soon be undergoing colostomy surgery himself.

Mrs. C has assumed most household maintenance tasks since Mr. C,s

retirement. She did all the housekeeping as welt as the outdoor chores. With

the advent of her illness, one of her worries has been who will manage these
tasks when she is too ill to carry on and who will look after her husband, as she

does not feel he is capable of being on his own.

Communication in this family is generally clear and direct. Decisions are made

mutually and conflicts are talked out to find resolution.

Mrs' C. holds a rather pessímistic attitude toward illness. Her mother and two

sisters died of cancer and she believes she will suffer the same fate. She feels
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illnesses in her family have been a heavy burden to bear. Mr. C. attempts to

maintain a more optimistic outlook to his wife's illness, maintaining hope as his

primary coping strategy.

Other than their children, the C family have a limited support system. Though

they have relatives and neighbours who would show emotional concern, most

of them are elderly or distant and cannot provide practical assistance.

This family exhibited a sense of "pile up" as they tr¡ed to cope with Mrs. C's

illness; her fear of treatment, it's side effects, management of household tasks,

and the emotional stress of three ill family members, all contributed to the píle

up of stressors for this couple. A significant contributing factor to this "pile up,'

was Mrs. C's perception of cancer as hopeless. She equated cancer with death

and disfigurement and feared the toss of her hair and other side effects of

treatment.

The Double ABCX model illustrates these issues in Figure 16.

lnsert
Figure 16

about here

Problems Addressed:

1. patient's anxíety at news of diagnosís;
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2.

3.

4.

conflict between patient and family

treatment;

enable Mrs. C to make a decision

to her and her family;

network building to provide practical

supports; and

105

regarding acceptance of

regarding treatment acceptable

assistance and emotional

5. Mrs. C's perception of her illness and devetopment of effective

copíng strategies.

lntervention:

lnitial intervention with Mrs. C was directed at providing emotional support at the

news of diagnosis. This represented a crisis for Mrs. C and her family. She had

been told she had cancer and that chemotherapy would give her a 20-30y"

chance of recovery. She saw her life as over, díd not want treatment, fearíng

that it might make her worse and hasten her death. She was on one level

hoping the diagnosis could be wrong and basically using denial as a way of

coping at this point.

The crisis for Mrs. C's family was accentuated by her refusat of treatment. They

saw this as "giving up without a fight" and resígning her to certain death,

whereas they felt treatment would at least give some hope. This conflict with her
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family was a critical issue for Mrs. C with which she asked for assistance from

the student. lntervention with Mr. and Mrs. C focussed on trying to hefp each

partner to communicate and understand the other's reasons for wanting/not

wanting treatment. Each alternative and its consequences were examined and

attempts made to offer Mrs. C some means of remaining in control, if she

accepts treatment, such as to control how long she remains in treatment. As a
result, Mrs. C basically consented to treatment because of her family's concern.

A number of interventions directed at the social environment were necessary to

ensure maintenance of instrumental tasks and support social functioning. The

eco-maps represented in Figures 17 and 18 depicting this family's social

environment, pre and post intervention, indicate the increase in community and

health services.

lnseft
Figures 17 and 1B

about here

The student referred to VoN for health monitoring, arranged for a Cansurmount
visitor to provide emotional support and informatíon from personat experience
with chemotherapy, referred to Community Home Senrices for assistance with

heavy household chores, arranged for a volunteer driver to treatments,
arranged for a pastoral care visitor for emotional support during Mrs. C's first
treatment, and assisted the family to problem-solve around role performance

and task performance. The couple found they could manage most daily
household chores by Mr. c. performing tasks under Mrs. c's supervisíon.
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Diaqrammaric asscssment of family reìarionships
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lnterventíon in affective areas explored Mrs. C's perception of her ilfness, and its
emotional impact on her, giving her opportunity to vent her feelings of sadness
and fear. The student has also worked on skill building tasks with Mrs. C to give
herself emotional breaks from the stress of her iilness, i.e. ways to pamper
herself, activities that absorb her mind. This intervention was directed toward
trying to help Mrs. C maintain some quality of life and as a means of coping with
loss of function/disfigurement, which are two of the significant psychosocial

tasks facing terminaily iil patients (Moyniham, et ar. 19Bg).

Evaluation:

Mrs' C continues to struggle with the existential crisis of her illness. she finds
little meaning in life and sees life as primarily a series of hardships and
disappointments. lnteruention on psychosocial tasks of confronting existential
and spiritual questions and planning for surviving friends and family, have not
met with much success. Attempts to intervene by drawing out any joys of her
past have also been unsuccessful. Although she identifies moments of
happiness she feels these are outweighed by the multitude of sufferings they
have endured as a couple. As Mr. c wants to remain hopeful about hís wife,s
recovery/prolongation of life, he is resistant to discudsions of planning for his
own needs beyond his wife's survival.

At the point of first contact with Mr. and Mrs. C as a couple, they were asked to
complete the FAM lll questionnaire. The bríef form was used because Mr. C was
unable to read the questionnaire himself and found the 50 question scale
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overwhelming. The results of the brief form indicated normal family functioning.

Mrs. C's Score was 28 (x=21.9) and Mr. C's score was 18, which, lowerthan
the mean for normal familíes would seem to indicate family strength in the areas
questioned. Mr. C's answers tended to be in the extreme, perhaps suggesting
some projection on his part of wanting to be seen as a good and loving family.

However, the clinical data supports the results of basically healthy family
functioning.

The couple declined completing a repeat FAM questionnaíre, post intervention,

feeling their answers would not change.

Progress has been made on all probtems addressed. Crisis interuention was
effective in alleviating Mrs. C's initial anxiety over diagnosis and supportive
intervention enable her to keep her anxiety, during chemotherapy treatments at

a manageable level. Facilitating communication between Mr. and Mrs. C
regarding treatment enabled Mrs. C to reach a decision to accept treatment in a
way both partners could accept. Network building, as evidenced in pre and post

interventíon eco-maps, was effective in enabting the family to maintain
instrumental tasks and social functioning. Mrs. C's perception of her illness
remains negative and she continues to struggle with the crisis of a potentially

terminal illness- Some level of success has been achieved in enhancing Mrs.

C's coping strategies. Her primary style of coping is through distraction and
intervent¡ons to sustain coping have enabled her to keep her anxiety under
control.
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''D'' FAMILY

FAMILY REORGANIZATION AFTER THE DEATH OF A
PARENT OR SPOUSE ...

This family consisted of Mr. D, s2 years old and Mrs. D, 48 years old, their 16

year old daughter, a 26 year old daughter and her 7 year old child, and twin

sons, 28 years old, married and riving away from home. Mrs. D was diagnosed
in March with cancer of the lung with metastasis to the brain. The elder daughter
who had been living away from home in B.C. when her mother fell ill, came
home to provide support to her parents.

Reasons for Referral:

This family was identified as a potential candidate for the

because of the severity of Mrs. D's illness, the sudden

health and the adjustment this would require of her family.

student's practicum

deterioration in her

Mrs' D was receptive to social work contact, welcoming assistance to discuss
her illness with her family, par"ticutarly her youngèst daughter. she also
requested assistance with financial concerns, having been cut off Worker's
Compensation when admitted to hospital.
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The family were seen over a 5 month period from March to July, 196g. Mrs. D

died in mid April, 1988. The father and youngest daughter continued in

counselling to assist in their re-organizatíon as a family after Mrs. D's death.

Family Assessment:

During the course of assessment with this family, the following patterns of

functioning were apparent:

emotional distance exísted between husband and wife;

conflict existed between father and teenage daughter;

mother functioned as placater and ran interference between the

children and dad;

- father's style of parenting was autocratic; and

- conflicts arose quickly between the 16 year old and father while

Mrs. D was in hospital.

Basically this family was experiencing difficulty prior to Mrs. D's illness. The

husband was disengaged from the rest of the family. Mrs. D aligned herself with

her 16 year old daughter against dad. Developmentally, this famity was in the

stage of raising adolescent children but parenting roles were not evenly shared.

This responsibility fell primarily to Mrs. D and her threatened death had obvious
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negat¡ve consequences for continued survival of the family unit. The structural

map ¡n Figure 19 depicts the power, boundary and alignment issues in this

family.

lnsert
Figure 19

about here

There was little communication between Mrs. D and her husband.

Communícation between Mr. D and the children was primarily conflictual. Mrs.

D functioned in roles of nudurance and support for the family as well as a wage

earner. Mr. D's primary function was a wage earner and dísciplinarian. parents

did not share a common víew or style of raising children. Mrs. D tended to be

more lenient and laissez-taire with the children.

Conflicts were often unresolved in this family and íssues avoided as a means of

dealing with conflict.

My intervention in this family began with Mrs. D, exploring her understanding of
her illness and her view of its impact upon her and her family. Mrs. D was aware

of the severity of her illness, and did not see her famil¡being able to care for her

at home in her present state of health. She was unable to walk or do most daily
activities without assistance.

The diagnosis of cancer and the severity of Mrs. D's condition represented a

crisis to this family disrupting their previous state of balance. They made efforts
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to re-organize by having an aunt come to stay temporarily with the family while

Mrs. D was hospitalized. An elder daughter returned from B.C. to relieve the

aunt and take over management of the household. Mr. D reacted with a great

deal of anger toward the doctors about the length of time it took to diagnose his

wife's cancer.

Pre-existíng conflicts between the teenage daughter and Mr. D resulted in her

going to stay with a brother, further fragmenting and disrupting the family.

With the multiple stressors of Mrs. D's illness (and later her death), the parent-

child conflicts, loss of income and dísruptions in family organization, this family

was experiencing a "pile up',.

The Double ABCX model as it pertaíns to this family is illustrated in Fígure 20.

lnsert
Figure 20

about here

Their perception of the illness as treatable impeded them from preparing for
Mrs. D's death. As the stresses piled up, the family drew on the extended family

resources to cope with the crisis. ln the short term, this enabled them to cope

with the demands of Mrs. D's illness. ln the long term, interventíon was directed

at helping them use existing resources dÍfferently and find new ways of relating

to one another.
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Problems Addressed:

Mrs. D and family's understanding of her illness and its prognosis;

Financial issues due to Mrs. D's unemployment;

Father - daughter conflicts; and

Decisions after Mrs. D's death as to where the 16 year old would

live.

lntervention:

lnitial interventions with Mrs. D involved exploratíon of her feelings and
understanding regarding her diagnosis, discussion of her optimism about
treatment, and her concerns for her famiry. rn subsequent meetings, Mrs. D
acknowledged how ill she was but hoped that the chemotherapy treatment
would improve her condition, to the point where ùe could leave hospital.
lnterventíons were brief (but regular) because of Mrs. D's weakened condition.
They consisted of practical assistance i.e. c.P.P. disability forms, relaxation
therapy with use of tapes to alleviate anxiety around treatment, and discussíon
of her concerns for her family. Mrs. D requested assistance for her family to

1.

2.

3.

4.
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cope with the illness, but did not feel she had the energy to participate in this
process.

lntervention with the family was directed toward the impact of this crisis on the

future of the family.

As Mrs' D's prognosis was poor, attempts were made to help the family obtain

this information i.e. they were advised to meet with Mrs. D's doctors so that they

would be more able to deal with the reality of her condition and its
consequences. Unfortunately, Mrs. D's condition worsened rapidly and she

died very shortly after my first meeting with the family.

Eco-maps represented in Figures 21 and 22 depict the changes in family

organizatíon before and after intervention, and the changes in connection to
suppor^t resources. Figure 23 reveals how the family is helped to re-organize

and use supports ín new ways to achieve a new balance after Mrs. D's death.

lnsert
Figures 21,22 and 23

about here

Subsequent to Mrs. D's death, contact was maintained with the family to provide

grief counselling. Encouragement to vent their feelings of loss and anger was
provided and the normalcy of their feelings stressed. Assistance to help them

re-organize as a family was also provided.
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Diagrammatic asscssment of family reìationships
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Diasrammatic asscssmenr of family reiationships
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Diaqrammatic assessment of family relarionships

Figure 23 After frrterventíon fo'l Ior,¡ing Mrs ttntttq death
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Mr' D, the son and teenage daughter were receptive to joint counselling
sessions to work out where this girl was going to live, and how she was going to
re-enter the family. lnterventions consisted of clarifying communication between
father and daughter, and addressing issues of authority.

During this process with the family, father and daughter were asked to complete
the FAM lll general scale. The daughter did complete the questionnaíre, the
father refused. The results of the daughter's FAM questionnaire are represented

in Figure 24. The areas falling most seriously in the problem range are affective
involvement, role performance, communication and task accomplishment. The
affective involvement item was seriously elevated to a score of g3, indicating
absence of involvement among family members, or narcissistic involvement to
an extreme degree, and that family members exhibit insecurity and lack of
autonomy. Problems in other areas cited above are consistent with family
interviews thât identify much of the daughter - father's struggles are over tasks,
roles and that they are unable to clearly communicate with one another. A
social desirability scale below 40 (this one being 39), does not guarantee the
validity of the other scales. However, as the score is very close to 40 and the
defensiveness score is in normal range as welt as the clinical data supporting
these areas is problematic, I believe the results are reasonably valíd. The
extremely high score of affective invotvement, I beÈve is a result of some
projection on the daughter's part, of her father not allowing her any autonomy,
and her interpretation of his behavior as acting onry out of serf-interest.
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lnsert
Figure 24

about here

Evaluation:

The outcome of my involvement with thís family can be considered a partial

success. Conflicts continued between father and daughter and they
discontinued treatment before all issues were resolved but the 16 year old did

return to her father's home. Mr. D, who had exhibited much ambivalence about

whether he wanted the responsibility of parenting this girl, and had been

wrestling with what to do with the rest of his life now that his wife was dead,

ultimately made a decision to parent, return to work, and wanted his daughter

home. Although conflicts continued between himself and his daughter, he was
consistent in his message to her that he wanted her around. He was also
helped to recognize that often a "cooling off" period before dealing with conflicts
would enable him and his daughter to communicate more effectively.

The daughter was looking for support and validation for the efforts she was

making to cope with the loss of her mother, and to reconcile with her father. tn

retrospect, I feel I could have provided her more nurturing and support in this

area. My interventions also were directed at ensuring she had supports she
could turn to if needed, and these were identified with her, specifically her sister,

a brother, an aunt, and the chird & Family services agency if needed.

The family refused to complete a post intervention FAM questionnaire.
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''E'' FAMILY

ADAPTATION TO LOSS OF A SPOUSE IN LATER L¡FE ...

Basic lnformation:

Family members - Mr. E - B0 years (cancer patient)

Mrs.E-81 years

There were 3 sessions conducted with Mr. E, 3 conjoint family sessions and 2

sessions conducted with Mrs. E.

Reason for Referral:

The patient was initially referred in hospital in Jan. 'BB when lung cancer was
diagnosed because he seemed distressed at the diagnosis. He was seen for
supportive contact during January and Februãry, 1ggg. Referral was again
ínitiated ín May, 19BB at the time of discontinuation of chemotherapy. The
couple was seen from May to August, l g8g (until patient's death) and Mrs. E
was seen until October, 1998. \ -

The Presenting Problem:
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Mr. E was referred to social work as a potential client for student's practicum as

he was showing signs of being distressed with the diagnosis. He had had

cancer of the bowel s years ago, was treated surgically, now having a
colostomy, and had believed after 5 years that he was cured. The recurrence of

cancer in the lung came as a shock and disappointment. Mr. E. though initially

despondent was optimistic about treatment, feeling having recovered once from

cancer, he could do so again.

The crisis for this family did not come at the time of diagnosis but rather at the

time of discontinuation of treatment in May, 1ggg.

The family consisted of Mr. E, B0 years of age and his wife g1 years of age.

They have been married 58 years. Their onry son died in 1960 at age 24,in a
motor vehicle accident. All their own siblings have died excepting one of Mr. E,s

sisters in Austria. Mrs. E has several nieces and nephews living in Thunde r Bay

who do occasionally visit. The initial eco-map (Figure 25) shows a rich support
system in spite of few close relatives.

lnsert
Figure 25

about here

Famil)¡ Assessment:

This is a family dealing with the developmental tasks of the family in later life
(McGoldrick & Carter, 1982). The emotional stages associated in this stage of
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Diagrammaric asscssmcn¡ of family rciarionships
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the life cycle include coping/managing the effects of aging and preparing for

death. Mr. and Mrs. E have managed the effects of aging by sharing household

tasks, Mr. E performing more physically demanding tasks (prior to his illness)

such as gardening and vacuuming. Mrs. E suffers with arthritis but is able to
manage the lighter household chores and meal preparation. With the

assistance of neighbours she does the family grocery shopping. Their division

of labor demonstrates complimentary roles and good problem solving and

adaptation to accommodate their needs and abilities as they age.

This family are of Hungarian background and hold a strong Catholic faith. The

church is an important and central part of their lives. They spend time each

evening in prayer and attended church regularly together, prior to Mr. E's

íllness.

Communication in this family is ctear and direct. They openly discuss most

things, íncluding Mr. E's illness. Mrs. E accompanied Mr. E to doctors
appointments when there was new information or when decisions had to be

discussed. There was a change in Mr. E's willingness to discuss his illness

once the treatment stopped. Mrs. E observed her husband as being depressed.

The rules and norms in this family can be summ arized in the following
statements: The marital partners support and help èach other, they look to
experts for advice, faith carries them through and they have a close emotionally

satisfying relationship. Decisions are made through discussion though
ultimately Mr. E has the finar say. They maintain mutuaily supportive
relationships with friends and neighbours and can rely on them for help when
needed.
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Problems Addressed:

The problems addressed in this case were as follows:

1. Mr. and Mrs. E's need for information to understand the reason for

termination of medical treatment;

2. Mrs. E's concern regarding her husband's depression;

3. Mr. E's depression;

4. household management in light of Mr. E's deteriorating health;

5. resources to enable Mr. E to stay at home through the terminal

stages of his illness; and

6. Mrs. E's bereavement.

lntervention:

lnitially interventíon was with Mr. E only, at the time of díagnosis. The
intervention involved acknowledgement of his feelings regarding a recurrence

of his cancer, validation of his feelings of disappointment and unfairness that
the cancer had recurred. As Mr. E adjusted to the diagnosis and focussed on
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the role of chemotherapy, the student supported his optimism and hopefulness

that treatment would help. The practitioner also arranged resources to assist Mr.

E in the treatment process, i.e. volunteer driver. Periodic supportive contact was

maintained with Mr. E during the phase of chemotherapy treatment, to explore

any concerns that might arise and make the opportunity available should Mr. E
have a need for further social work services.

The crisis came for Mr. and Mrs. E at the point that medical treatment was

discontinued and the student became actively re-involved. Mrs. E was very

upset and Mr. E was depressed. Conjoint family counselling was initiated to

explore the couple's concerns. One of their greatest immediate needs was to
understand why treatment was stopped. Both Mr. and Mrs. E had many
questions about this and its implications. Thus, Mr. and Mrs. E were assisted by

the practitíoner to make a question list for the oncologist, and encouraged to talk

openly about their concerns. The student also intervened to help Mr. and Mrs. E

talk together about their worries for Mr. E. This coupte who had normally been

open in their communication were having a difficult time with the emotional

content of this issue. Mr. E was depressed and uncertain as to how much

information he really wanted from his doctors. He also wanted to be protectíve

of his wife and not worry her. By the student's exploration of the medical
questions this couple had, it became clear to Mr. E that his wife was already

very worried, and that his lack of communication with-her regarding his illness

was not protective of her feelings but rather served to worry her more. The

student clarified with Mr. E whether he was willing to let Mrs. E accompany him

to medical appointments and acquire information about his illness.
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The student's intervention also explored Mr. and Mrs. E's feelings regarding the

discontinuation of treatment and encouraged the expression of these fellings,

serving furlher as an enabler to get communication back into the open between

Mr. and Mrs. E. issues around role adjustment were also addressed as well as

management needs to care for Mr. E during the terminal stages of his illness.

Much of this activity involved resource counselling and referral to necessary

support services, i.e. VON, Community Home Services.

After Mr. E's death, two sessions were held with Mrs.

counselling. This involved acknowledgement of her loss

grief, encouragement of use of her support system and the

to an altered life.

E for bereavement

and her feelings of

ultimate adjustment

Evaluation:

Mr. and Mrs. E declined to complete the FAM lll and Beck Depression inventory

when approached in the early stages of the practicum. Mrs. E did complete the
consumer evaluation questionnaire. She reported the family sessions as helpful

in "providing opportunity to discuss questions about Mr. E's diagnosis and
treatment and to talk over feelings". The two main concerns she cited as

discussed with the practitioner were: 1) househotd heìþ and 2) husband illness

and death. She reported the concerns over "household help" (i.e. role change

adjustments necessitated by husband's illness and death) to be ',somewhat

better", whereas she identified concerns over husband's death to have
"remained unchanged". She was finding the death of her husband harder to
cope with as she settled into a routine agaín, feeling his absence with greater
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acu¡ty' She did not however feel a need to go on with counselling but indicated
she would call upon the practitioner as needed.

An audiotaped interview and supervisor's critique was another evaluative
measure used in this case. From this interview the student was able to become
more effective in herping this coupre discuss their fears of Mr. E's death.

An eco-map was used as a pre and post test instrument to determine whether
any changes occurred after the intervention which had clinical significance.
specíal attention was paid to ensuring an adequate social network to support
the couple through the process of caring for a terminally ill family member.

As illustrated by comparing Figures 2s,26 and 27, the major changes ín Mr.
and Mrs' E's support network came in terms of the direction and intensity of
contact. Although neighbours and friends were supportive Ín the pre_

interventíon phase, they increased their involvement as Mr. E,s health failed.
Also the reciprocity of flow of energy between the couple and their support
network changed significantly with the E's primarily being the recipients of
support' The other significant post ¡ntervent¡on change as seen in Figure 26 is
the expansion of the coupte's network from totally informal supports to heavy
reliance on formal support networks.

lnsert
Figures 26 and 27

about here
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I have included a third eco-map, Figure 27 to illustrate Mrs. E's social network
at termination, after her husband's death. As illustrated there is a return to
greater reciprocíty, or lessening of reliance on formal supports, though not
totally and an increase in intensity with informal supports.
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Diaqrammatic assessment of family reìarionships
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Diaqrammaric asscssment of family reìatíonships

Figure 27 ttEtt Famílv
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''F'' FAMILY

AN ILLUSTRATION OF ENTRY DIFFICULTIES

Basic lnformation:

Family members - Mrs.F - 4g years (breast cancer patient)

Mr.G -47years

Second marriage for Mrs. F

2 chíldren, one 1S year old son livíng at

home and 1 married daughter 21 years

with 3 year old daughter.

Genogram: Figure 28

Number of Sessions:

Number of sessions conducted with patient:

Number of sessions with patient's mother:

Number of sessions with patient and mother:

Reasons for Referral:

Patíent referred after mastectomy while receiving chemotherapy in January 'Bg;

concern expressed by nurses for patient's emotional functioning, weepy and

2

1

1



visibly upset during treatment.

from January to July, 1gBB.
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Contact was maintained over a six month period

lnsert
Figure 28

about here

Family Assessment:

This case is one of a re-married family. Mrs. F had been divorced from her first
husband for nine years. She had two children from this marriage: a 1s yearold
son and a 21 year old daughter living away from home. She had been in this
second marriage for four years. she had no contact with her first husband, nor
did the children- She described this first marriage as abusive. Mrs. F reported
that the relationship between her second husband and son was strained and in
order to alleviate some of the stress during her itlness she had sent her son to
stay with his sister. The attached genogram illustrates the family constellation.

Developmentally this famíry needed to be getting on with the tasks of
establíshing themserves as a new famiry unit. The coupre had begun to
establish themselves as a unit with friends and famil{ prior to Mrs. F's illness.
However, Mr. F's entry into the family was complicated by the developmental
stage of the son entering adolescence and beginníng to rebel against parental

authority. This interfered with the process of Mr. F being accepted as a father
figure in the family.
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Looking at this family from a structural point of view, a strong subsystem existed

between Mrs. F and her mother. With the onset of Mrs. F's illness this subsystem

was strengthened as Mrs. F turned more and more to her mother for supporl

and sympathy as she felt less coming from her husband. The mother-daughter

subsystem became the primary subsystem and the marital dyad weakened. lt
appears that the mother and daughter were always enmeshed and the illness

accentuated its affects on family functioning. The following diagram illustrates

the family structure. I have placed the mother in the highest position of power,

both husbands are rather peripheral to the process and I place myself low and

outs¡de of the circle because Mrs. F did not allow me access into her family.

lnsert
Figure 29

about here

As the diagram illustrates, Mr. F has as much power in the family as his wife,
having control over whether the marríage continues or ends but the mother,s

power and enmeshment with Mrs. F erodes the connectedness of the marital

system. The diagram also illustrates how the children (son in particular) are

essentially left without an effective parent-child subsystem and the son forms a
sibling subsystem with his sister as a parental subùùte. Also the boundary

around the family indicates that outsiders are not welcomed into the family. Mrs.

F's extended family are central to the family but Mr. F's brothers are kept outside

the family's boundaries. Finally Mrs. F's father maintains his connectedness
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with his daughter through his wife and maintains a weak marital dyad by

accepting and supporling her positíon.

As only the patient and her mother were ever seen by the student it was not
possible to observe patterns of communication between the couple. But by her
reports, her husband was unsympathetic and uncaring about her illness. She
reported conflict between them and expectations on her husband's pari that she
maintain the household even when she felt ill and not to expect any assistance
from him. She felt negativety about his continuing to socialize with his brothers

and friends when she was too ill to participate in social gatherings. Mrs. F
turned to her mother for emotional supporl, practical assistance and help with
parenting and decision-making.

Goals:

Mrs' F was resistant to family and individual counselling from the time of referral.
Entry to the family was attempted through provision of instrumental resources to
which Mrs' F was receptive- For this reason only some goals of intervention
were made explicit and otherswere covert. Three goals were stated explicitly to
Mrs. F:

to strengthen her coping capacity;

to help her reframe her perception of her illness to

stance; and

1.

2. a more hopeful
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to provide community resources that provide practical assistance.

Covert goals were:

to strengthen the marital dyad and weaken

subsystem;

the mother-daughter

to weaken mother's influence on Mrs. F; and

to dilute Mrs. F's dependence on mother by provísion of

community resources.

lntervention:

As Mrs. F was resístant to counselling, entry to the family system was attempted

through provision of practical assistance resources to which she expressed
interest. Specifically this involved reterral to Victorian Order of Nurses (VON) for
supportive health monitoring after her mastectomy and to Home Care for
household assistance. Her mastectomy had been performed at another hospital
3 weeks prior and she had not been referred to these services. Attempts were
also made to re-connect her with a mastectomy visítoìfor emotional support and
to offer a more optimístic view of breast cancer but she was reluctant to accept
this as she did not want to díscuss her illness. Attempts were made to explore
with Mrs' F her coping mechanisms. She identified her means of coping as to
"not think about it", "putting it out of her mind", but behavíorally she seemed to
embrace helplessness as a way of being and accept her illness as catastrophic

3.

1.

2.

3.
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and hopeless. This seemed a stance re-enforced by her mother. Attempts were

made to join with Mrs. F by commiserating with her in hope of her getting "fed

up" with this stance and becoming motivated to attempt change.

offers were made to meet with Mrs. F and her husband, with the goal of

strengthening the marital dyad, but Mrs. F remained resistant to this suggestion.

One meeting was held with Mrs. F's mother to attempt to decrease her influence

on Mrs- F. Direct suggestions were made to the mother that her weepyness was

not helpful to her daughter and that having her daughter's best interests at heart

she would not want to be a hindrance to her emotional well being. The mother

felt she had no alternative because there was no one else Mrs. F could depend

on and she couldn't help herself from feeling sad and scared.

Evaluation:

Attempts to engage this family in a therapeutic process were unsuccessful.

Problems with marital conflict and an overty invotved mother continue.
lnterventions were direction toward easing the family's experience of ',pile up,,

(Double ABCX model) of stresses through provision of new resources (bB) and
attempts to reframe Mrs. F's perception of her illness (cC). The attached eco-
maps íllustrate the community resources added in an attempt to lessen Mrs. F,s

dependence on her mother and alleviate some of the stress present in the
home by ensuring instrumental tasks were performed.

lnsert
Figures 30 and 31

about here
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Diagrammatic assessment of family reìarionships
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Diagrammaric asscssmenr of family rciarionships
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Family ínterventions were

retrospect a less direct and

more successful in achieving

146

unsuccessful in achieving the stated goals. ln
more paradoxical intervention might have been

some change in the mother-daughter relationship.

It is interesting to note that although Mrs. F started the last interview saying she
had tried to cancel it, that at the end of the sessíon she reported feeling better
having talked her feelings out. This would seem to indicate some level of
satisfaction with services delivered on terms that she could accept.

contact with this client was delayed three weeks beyond the crisis time of
diagnosis of breast cancer and subsequent mastectomy. Entry might have been
more successful if there had been opportunity for engagement at the time of
crisis.
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OVERALL ADAPTATION

A goal of this practícum was to assist each individual family to achieve a
satisfactory adaptation to life threatening illness. However, some additional
general comments, on the adaptatíon process of the whole practicum group of
14 families, may also be of interest.

Although the stresses associated with the illness itself were paramount, the
sheer number of adjustments and their ongoing nature are important to
mention. Husbands rearned to share more parenting and homemaker
responsibilities' Adult children moved back home to assist an ill and aging
parent' older couples sacrificed independence to meet the care needs of an ill
member' Families re-organized their home environments to accommodate a
dying spouse.

Additional external factors created further stresses for families such as financial
losses when a wage earner was ill. For one family a spouse,s terminally ill
father created an additional care burden and forced her to split her energy
between her husband and her parents. The raising of teenage children brings
with it stresses at the best of times, which were accentuated when one parent
was ill and less available to fulfill parenting responsibiiÌties. This situation in four
of the practicum families placed additional responsibilities on the remaining
parent and/or older siblings.

ln cases where there were pre-existing problematic relationshíps, the illness did
nothing to improve the situation and non-supportive couple relationships made
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the adjustment process more difficult. For several families the crisis of illness
was intensified because of problematic family refationships, i.e. Family B where
the wife was already depressed and the ill husband did not wish to burden his
wife with his fears, or as in Family D, that was in danger of disintegrating when
the mother died because the remaining parent had always been peripheral.

Perceptions about the illness often reflected past experiences with cancer and
how the family of origin coped with the illness. Mrs. c had a negative outlook on
any chance of recovery as her sisters and mother had all died of cancer. Mrs. F
became helpress and hoperess as this ,'way of being. was promoted in her
family of origin, during times of crisis. ln spite of several families with
problematic family relationships, all but two families had good support systems.
ln some cases, the support network was abte to step in and aid the ill member
or assist the family to continue to function when the primary relationships failed.

Although the fear of death was ever present, most families managed to reframe
the situation to hold hope. Those who had negative thoughts had difficulty
changing their perception of the future to be more optimistic.

A variety of techniques were used by families to cope with the iilness, i.e. living
day by day, seeking medical information, crying, denial and distraction.

The coping styles of most pat¡ents did not differ between male and female. Both
used techniques such as seeking information and talking it out. women tended
to be slíghtly more visibly emotional, i.e. crying, focussing on feelings, whereas
men tended to want to protect their families and not share their,,upset,,feelings
with their spouse, but did so with the student.
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The coping styles of spouses did differ between male and female. The wives
tended to cry more, tark it out and seek support. The husbands used more
techniques of denial, avoidance, and minimization with tendency toward
maintaining a hopeful attitude.

There were also some interesting differences observed between M.l. patients

and cancer patients and their families. Although both groups often coped by
minimization of the illness, the difference seemed to be for the M.l. patient, the
knowledge that death coutd come suddenly and thus distraction over the long
run was less useful as a copíng mechanism. Patients struggled instead to
regaín control over their environment through positive changes in life style and
minimized the severity of their cardiac condition. Cancer patients tended to take
a "one day at a time" stance, placing hope in the potent¡al success of treatment,
living with the fearlknowledge of possible death but as a less immediate threat,
and distraction from their illness continued to be an effective coping
mechanÍsm.

At the three month point, when termination was expected, the practitioner found
that three months was not enough time for complete adaptation to occur. There
were ever occurring changes in health status of the practicum patients, as the
disease or treatment progressed, thus altering the rèalíty to which the family
must adapt' For example with Family E, at the three month point, treatment was
terminated and the family entered a new crisls with the terminal stage of illness.
For Family X, at the three month point, Mr. X had not recovered sufficien¡y from
his M'l' to return to work. tt was uncertain from a medical point of view whether
he ever would recover sufficiently to resume his previous employment. For
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Family D, the patient died two months into my involvement with the family and at
the three month point, not enough time had elapsed for the family to adapt and
re-organize after the loss of a parent. My involvement thus with many of the
families continued past the three month point until sufficient adaptation had
been achieved to warrant termination of service. For most families, this point
was reached between five and six months. With two families, t remain involved,
at the point of writing, and am fortunately able to provide social work services to
these families as the need arises as parr of my ongoing responsibilities with the
hospital.
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CHAPTER 4

EVALUATION

This practicum was designed with the major objective of designing and
implementing a comprehensive social work plan for families diagnosed with a
life-threatening illness (either cancer or myocardial infarction) in one of its adult
members.

The extent to which this objective was fulfilled is explored in this section.
Recommendations for social work practice with such families, follows. The final
section reviews the student's personal learning objectives.

EVALUATION OF SERVICES TO CLIENTS

The designing of an evaluation process presented some difficulty to the student.
I did not feel comfortable in presenting questionnaires to the patient and spouse
soon after they received a life-threatening diagnosis. Thus the presentation of
questionnaires was generally delayed past the time of crisis. ln some instances,
families who had been willing to engage with the student in the crisis period
were less receptive to continuing with service past thìs stage when presented
with a family assessment measure. The introduction of the FAM represented a
shíft from crisis intervention to family therapy for which familíes had not
contracted and understandably were, thus, resistant to the process.
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Family functioning scales, i.e. FAM tll General scale and FAM Brief form, were

used as pre and post intervention evaluation tools. Problems were found in:

the lack of families' willingness to complete questions on family

function as they defined the problem as the illness;

the lack of willingness of families to complete a second
questionnaire as they did not feel their answers would change;

the lack of willingness of families to complete the general scale

because of the length and many of my order crients being

unfamiliar with written forms and language barriers; as well as

the lack of sensitivity of the brief scale to pick up changes over
short periods of time, i.e. for famities whose scores indicated

normal family functioning before intervention, there was no
perceived change after intervention.

On the positive side, I found the information gained from the FAM lll, with those
families who would complete it, to be an exciting and useful tool. lt d¡d reflect
problems in family functioning in areas where I anticipated major shifts due to
illness, such as in role allocation and performance, task accomplishment and
control' The FAM is applicable to this client population as it emphasizes family
health as well as pathology. Many of the families seen in this practicum were
basically healthy functioning families coping with the additional stress of critical
illness' A tool that emphasizes healthy functioning was successful in identifying
these families as such, but served to highlight those aspects of family processes
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that required reorganization or were perhaps reflecting the effects of stress from

the demands of illness. However, it is not possible to be sure that identified
problem areas did not pre-date the onset of iflness. ln some cases (Family B
and Family D), the clinícal data would support the fact that there were ¡ong

standing problems in family functioning, whereas in Family X the interview data
seems to indicate problems arose out of the changes necessitated by the
illness. Secondly, the fact that the model emphasized neither total family system

nor individual intrapsychic dynamics lends itself to the ecological approach wíth

the practicum families, which were dírected at individual coping ability, family
adaptation and environmental systems. With families where there was a clear
contract for intervention in family function there was more acceptance to
complete the FAM tll. This woutd seem to indicate with selected cases, the FAM

lll has applicability to this setting and population. However, because the
majority of families seen in a medical setting are not seeking family therapy, but
define their problems in terms of coping and adjustment, an evaluatíon tool that
taps these entities would be more useful.

The lmpact of Event Scale (lES) (Horowitz , 1g7g) which measures the stress
associated wíth traumatic events would have been a more useful instrument.

This IES measures two categories of experience in response to stressful events:
intrusive experience, such as ideas, feelings or bad dreams; and avoidance, the
recognized avoidance of certain ideas, feelings and ì¡tuations. The lmpact of
Event Scale has been shown to be sensitive to change and thus would be an

appropriate pre and post intervention instrument to monitor client,s progress in

treatment' Also the fact that it is brief, only 15 questions, makes it palatable for
use with people wíth low energy due to illness or in a time of crisis.
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The IES is a serÊreport measure which can be anchored to
event, and it has a high internal consistency reriabírity (.7g -
scales (Zilberg, et al, 1gS2).

any specific life

.92) on its sub-

Eco-maps were used as an assessment and evaluation tool to determine
whether environmentar changes were achieved. Eco-maps pre and post
intervention were included in every case discussion and in Family D and E a
third eco-map ís added to depict changes after the death of the identified
patient' These maps represent the changes in social environment and reflect
the intervention to mobilize resources to meet client needs.

As I was successful in gaining co-operation of only one client to complete the
Beck Depression lnventory, its usefulness cannot be fairly addressed. The issue
for families seemed to be on unfamitíarity with questionnaires and having them
presented at a time of illness, met with resistance. Co-operation was gained
with some families to complete one questionnaire; having done so they were
less inclined to complete a second.

ln addition, evaluation of progress towards specified objectives was undertaken
with each client family, based on clinical data obtained through open-ended
interviews and client self-report. Some family problems were directly related to
the illness, whereas others had their roots in former ùresolved issues. ln most
cases families were successful in adapting to illness after brief and
appropriately targeted help.

Also utilized with some families was the Support Network euestionnaÍre. The
use of this questionnaire was found to be redundant as reported in the case
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example of Family "X". The student found completing this questionnaire with
families, after having already completed an eco-map drawíng, to be questioning
along all the same lines as information already obtained. ln retrospect however,
if this instrument had been introduced earlier, ínformation could have been
obtained about the family's social support network and who is avaifabfe to
assist with instrumental and affective tasks, from which the eco-map could have
been drawn. An advantage of using the support network questionnaire would
seem to be the systematic method of ídentifying and categorizing the client,s
network and the inclusion of who within the system is a negative influence or
block to change.

A final evaluative measure adopted was a consumer satísfaction questionnaire
which is contained in Appendix 2. Seven completed questionnaires were
returned and their responses are compired in Appendix 2. A summarized
discussion of responses is included below.

Responses on the consumer evaluation questionnaire to the questions
regarding the timing of social work contact re-affirmed the need for social work
contact to be made with the ctient at or around the time of diagnosis. clients for
whom contact was delayed longer than one week from the time of diagnosis, felt
this was later than they would have liked.

overall responses indicated that the services were useful. where home visits
were made, the number was seen as sufficient for the majority of respondents
and the number of contacts with the social worker was reported as ,,just right', in
six out of seven cases. The counselling sessions were reported to be helpful by
the majority of families who returned a questionnaire and to have included all
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the topics they needed to discuss. The most commonly reported topics were:
the illness itself, feelings of sadness and concerns for coping of the patient.

Nine of the fourteen issues, reported by clients as discussed in the sessions,
were described as better after the íntervention, while five reflected no perceíved

change' Those reported as "no change" were topics of the patient's physical
condition i.e. health or inability to work. These were the two most frequent
issues followed by concerns for spouse as the next major concern listed by
respondents.

Five out of the seven families would recommend the service to other families in

the same situation. The other two thought "perhaps,, the service wourd be
helpful to others. Half the respondents indicated they would like to meet with a
social worker in the future "as needed" or "at any change in the medical
condition of the patient". of the three that responded ,,fìo,,, onry one crient
responded "non due to not findíng the meetings herpfur.

These responses would seem to indicate overall client satisfaction with the
services offered, as do some of the additional comments added at the end of the
questionnaire, e.g. "appreciated the care and compassion of the social worker
when everything looked bleak", and "helped to talk over feelings,,.
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CRITIQUE OF THE MODEL OF SERVICE

1. Family Centered Approach

This approach was chosen because of the student's inítial hypothesis that

illness in one member of a family impacts on the whole family system. The intent

of the practicum was to adopt a family approach to treatment in order to assist in

family adaptation to illness. From the point of view of the student, this approach

was useful. lt enabled me to gain a clearer understanding of family dynamics

and interactions from which appropriate intervention and goals could be

planned- lt also provided the opportunity to intervene directly with patterns of
family interaction, communicatíon, and organization.

For the most part, family members who participated in family sessions found

these helpful. However, there was reluctance on the part of many clients to
engage in family sessions. Some of the reasons for this will be further
díscussed under the next sectíon on engagement. At this point I want to discuss
patients for whom family interventíon would be premature. At the time of crisis of
diagnosis with a terminal or critical illness a patient may not be ready to discuss

some of the issues and implications of their illness ù¡tn tne¡r family. At a time
when they are feeling out of control it may be very important for them to maintain

some control by determíning how and when their family will learn of their
diagnosis and prognosis. Because the patient and family may experience
dysynchrony over the diagnosis, the patient may benefit from the opportunity to
work through some of his initial feelings and reactions before he is willing to
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engage ín family sessions. lt ís important for the practitioner to be sensitive to
this need and flexible in his/her approach to the client. Although direct
intervention, in such a case, may be with the patient only, if done from a
systemic perspective, the larger goal of improved family function and adaptation
can still be achieved_

A final issue that became apparent to me in this practicum was to recognize the
need, at times to involve adult children. ln a couple of families adult children
were paft of the family sessions . However, there were two other families in

which an opportunity to meet with adult children should possibly have been
extended. ln Family C the worries the patient held for her son,s health and for
her husband's care needs may have been more openly addressed by meeting
with the children and parents together. ln Family X where the sons returned
home to care for the ill parents, a meeting with the parents and children may
have been helpful to ensure that the children do not get "stuck,, back in an
earlier stage of family life cycle development.

2. Engagement

A second objective of this practicum was to examine the engagement process
with clients in a secondary setting. My experience in ihis practícum has led me
to identify the following observations as to the nature of the problem of
engagement w¡th this client population:

. l found that some
a)

patients were not wiling to engage at a therapeutic level because
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they defined their problem as medical and perceived no need for
counselling of either an individual or family nature. lndividuals

enter hospital because they perceive their symptoms in terms of

medical care, not family counsellíng (Rehr, 1gg5);

b) The client minimizes the illness as a way of coping with the

emotional impact of diagnosis. I found two families who initially

engaged as couples chose not to continue counselling past the

hospitalization stage because they determined the illness to have

been or being treated and "they would be fine". They preferred not

to explore further the impact of the illness on their lives, emotions

and relationships because their means of coping was to minimize

the impact. Thus attempts to engage families by a desire to

explore and assist them with the adaptation process was

unsuccessful as families in their defensive struggle denied any

need for signifícant adaptation; and

ln several cases where

treatment was complete, the client did not want any further social

work contact. They wanted to forget theÍr illness and return to
normal life, and did not want to dwell onìheir illness. Their way of

coping with the disease was to take control over not allowing

others or negative thoughts to invade or becomé invas¡ve in their
world. Lewis, Haberman, & wailhagen (1gs6) cail this
"refocussi ng co ntrol".

c)
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I found several factors that were most helpful in dealing with these issues and
promoting successful engagement.

a) Not being problem focussed: - The use of the Double ABCX model

and an ecologícal approach enabled me to take a non-problem

focussed approach with crients. Rather than, for example,

identifying a problem in theÍr coping, I could introduce a more

preventative stance, i.e. to assist them as a family in their
adaptation, not waiting for problems to develop, but discussing

adjustments and changes they could make to deal with the
psychosocial impact of the illness. As a pro-active stance, this also

conveyed a sense of control to patients, a means of taking charge

over the illness.

b) Timing: - Another factor that enhanced successful engagement

was timing. Being there at the time of crisis was important and

often enabled me to make the most significant bonds with clients.

This was exampled in Family c when she received her diagnosis

of cancer and did not want to receive treatment, also with Family E
at the termínation of treatment. This crisis intervention work with

clients was the most effective means of engaging clients. lt offered

opportunity to alleviate initial emotiona-l''stress for patients and
families and demonstrated to them the effectiveness of the
student's skills.

c) offering instrumental assistance: - lt was possible to engage some

clients with instrumental tasks; i.e. some families required
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assistance with financial aid due to illness or help in locating

appropriate community resources (housing, transportation, etc.).

However, at times some crients were willing to engage only at the

instrumental level but not beyond.

cases where the nursing staff introduced the student or where the

physician advised the family to become involved with the social

worker, engagement was made much easier. The support of other

health care team members contributed positively to the family's

view of socíal work as part of the treatment process, as having

something to offer and as a normal event in adapting to illness.

3. Double ABCX Model

I found the Double ABCX model a useful theoretical framework, helpful to my

understanding of the issues for this client population. The three units of analysis

in this model, i.e. the individuar famiry member, the famiry unit, and the
community, and the interaction of these, emphasize the struggle to achieve a
balance at both the individual-family and the family-community levels of family
functioning. Family adaptation becomes the central cìncept in this model and

describes the outcome of family efforts to achieve a new level of balance after a
family crisis. The Double ABCX model suggests that coping is the central
process describing families' efforts to adapt and achieve a new fevel of balance.

Coping emerges from the pile up of demands on the family and involves an

d)
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interaction of recourses, perception and behavioral responses (patterson &
McCubbin, 1983).

The theory of "pile up" serves to demonstrate that families are seldom dealing
with a single stressor-like life-threatening íllness. Rather, as the Family X
situation indicated, they face multiple changes and demands simultaneously.
There are normative changes like the Family X's son leaving home, the
adolescent-parent struggle in Family D, or additional demands on Family B due
to illness in an aging parent.

Most families carry some residue of prior strain from unresolved hardships from
earlier stresses, such as in Family A where there was domestic violence, or
Family B where the spouse had suffered from depression for several years.

The original stressor of life threatening illness had its own accompanying
hardships such as unemployment and financiat problems as in Family X, or fear
for survival which was present in all the case examples, or the unavaílability to
the children of care and nurturance of the sick parent as in the case of Family D.

The family's efforts at coping can itself result in consequences that add to the
pile up of famÍly stresses such as in Family X where the adult sons returned
home to care for the ¡ll parents, or Family E's ìrosion of a sense of
independence by its increased dependence on external resources.

A fifth source contributing to the pile up theory is ambíguity. For all families there
exists the ambiguity of prognosis; for Families B and X there was ambiguity
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about the patient's ability to return to work; for Family D there was ambiguity as

where the teenage daughter would live if and when the mother died.

These elements of pile up provided a useful framework for analysis of the
stresses facing each family.

The second factor in the ABcx model - "resources,,, provides a means of
identifying strengths and weaknesses and helps emphasize the need to
strengthen or support existing resources or create and add new resources
through network building. The third factor of the model, "perception,,, draws
attention to the family's definition of the illness and illustrates how their
perceptíon becomes a critical component of family coping and a target for
intervention"

4. lntervention

As discussed in Chapter 2, a family-centered crisis intervention approach was
taken to assist families in achieving healthy adaptation to life threatening illness
in one of its members. ln the early stages at the time of diagnosis, crisis
intervention and grief therapy was offered. Later interventíons addressed family
functioning, faciritating more open communicatíoì; opening boundaries
between family systems and community, assisting families to address changes
in role function and re-organize to maintain instrumental and affective tasks.
Assistance with instrumental tasks was given and resource and network
building was undertaken.
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As discussed in the preceding section, the Double ABcx model proved useful
in analyzing the stresses associated with life threatening illness and targeting
areas for change to enhance coping. ln addition, the ecological approach fit
well with the Double ABCX modet and was well suited to intervention with
families with life threatening illness. The ecotogical perspective with its view of
practice as directed toward improving transactions between people and
environments to enhance adaptation lends itself well to health care íntervention.

The ecological perspectíve defines adaptation as ootn cnanges in self to
conform to environmentar demands, as weil as active changes in the
environment so that it wiil conform to human needs (Germain, 1g7g). Thus my
interventions were simultaneously directed toward strengthening internal
coping mechanisms of individuals and the family unit, and toward ensuring the
environment provided the external resources needed for successful coping. tn
this respect the eco-map proved to be a usefut toot demonstrating supports
available in the intimate and extended environment, the flow of resources, or
lacks and deprivations, and bringing into consideration the relational and
instrumental skills individuals must have to utilize their social environment and
cope with its demands (Harlman, 1g7B).
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations arising from this practicum are as foilows:

that social work services be implemented at the time of diagnosis.
Consumers indicated a preference for contact within a week from the
time of diagnosis. Also the engagement process is enhanced by being
available to the client at the time of crisis;

that the Double ABcx modet be utilized to contribute to the assessment
process' Assessment is a crucial component to determining the nature
and intensity of intervention required. The Double ABCX model and
theory of "pile-up" contributes to the identification of the indicators for
intense social work involvement. Such indicators are: significant family
and role changes, severity of illness, loss of job, prior strains, normative
transitions and ambiguity of prognosis;

that in light of the sígnificance of crisis intervention in enhancing the
engagement process, the social worker who intervenes with the client at
the time of diagnosis remain the same throughout the hospitarization;

that efforts be made to enlist the support otìne health care team to
facilítate the engagement process with clients;

2.

3.

4.
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5' that intervention be flexible and broad and based on an ecological
perspective and providing individual and famíly counselling, practical
assistance and network building;

6' that famíly-centered crisís intervention be recognized as an important
component of the work wíth thís client population;

that services extend beyond hospitalization to assist families in post-
discharge adaptation. As this practicum demonstrated, many of the
families continued to struggle with their adaptatíon to the impact of illness
for five to six months after díagnosis. presently no agency is servicing
myocardial infarction patients and families from a psycho-social focus,
nor do cancer patients, who are not receiving outpatient chemo/radio
therapy, have access to sociar work services. This rack of community
resources readily available to the patient and family post-hospitalization

heightens the need for the extension of sociat work services to this
outpatient population.

that hospital social workers receive training in work with the terminally ill
and their families. As was the case in this practicum, the death of four of
the fourteen patients with whom r worked, makes the need for training in
counselling the terminally ill, readily apparent; ànd

home visits were found to be a valuable contribution for assessment
purposes of understanding the client's life space and social environment.
Although home visits were not necessary to the treatment phase, at reast
one home visit is recommended for assessment purposes when working,

8.

9.
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family reorganization and
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EVALUATION OF PERSONAL OBJECTIVES

This practicum was intended to develop my expertíse in working with families
with life threatening ilrness, through increasing my knowredge base, and
examining theoretical frameworks that are useful in influencing practice with this
population, and enhancing my skills in famíly-centered practice. ln fulfilling
these objectives, the practicum provided many challenges and opportunities.

The studying, organizíng and integrating of relevant literature has contributed

significantly to my learning. I have gained an increased understanding of family

systems theory and examined approaches most effective with issues of illness

in the family . The Double ABOX modet provided me wíth a new framework for
organizing information that I believed relevant, and helped me to target my
goals for family crisis intervention.

The process of recruíting families to participate ¡n my pract¡cum has enabled me
to utilize several different approaches to engagement and examine what factors
I believe contribute to successful engagement. I feel I gained skills useful to the
engagement process as the practicum proceeded and found I was more
successful in engagement with families in the later months of the practicum.

Adoptíng a family-centered approach to practice provided me the oppor-tunity to
enhance my skills in working with couples and families. Most family
interventions involved opening communication, helpíng couples reframe issues,
mediating conflicts, and facilitating problem-solving regarding role changes and
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instrumental tasks. Much of my work with these families could be considered
family crisis intervention.

Due to the demographics of the population utilizing the community hospital, the
majority of patients with whom I was involved were in later stages of life. Much

of the family therapy literature is written from the perspective of families raising
young children. ln engaging and working with coupres in their 60's, zo,s and
Bo's, I found new challenges in adapting family theory and found the life cycle
literature to be most helpful. Although only one of the families with whom I

worked had young children (and I was not directly involved with the children),
several families had teenagers. As I had previously only had very limited
experience in working with adolescents, I found this to be a challenging and
exciting learning experience.

This practicum did not provide the opportunity for me to be involved in depth
with families sufficient to provide the family therapy tearning experience I would
have liked. only one of the family's engaged at the tevel of wanting to make
changes in family structure and organization. The majority of the families
involved in this practicum were well functioning families who were dealing with
the crisis of illness. The goals and time frame of family crisis interuention do not
allow for indepth restructuring of family relationships. lntervention to support
and strengthen the families' coping capacities ahd to ensure necessary
environmental resources were present, was sufficient to enable them to make
adequate famíly adaptatíon. Four out of the fourteen families had pre or co-
existing problems in family functioning that warranted family therapy prior to the
díagnosis of life threatening illness. Two of these families were only willing to
engage at a minimal level, one did engage in therapeutic family change and the
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other utilized family intervention only to the poínt of re-establishing their pre-

illness balance. Although inter-relationship problems continued to exist in this
family, the stressors of the husband's illness were alleviated to the point where

the family could return to its previous level of functioning. My experience with

this family was one of assistíng them to achieve a successful adjustment versus

making first order changes with pre-existing problems.

Although having chosen a client population facing life-threatening illness and

aware of the potentiality of death, I basically designed this practicum with the

intent of helping familíes adjust to living with a serious illness rather than dying

with it. I soon found myself having to "shift gears" and reading in the area of

terminal illness as my first client died suddenly, and rather unexpectedly, only

one week after my beginning the practicum. During,the course of this practicum,

four of the patients with whom t worked died and my involvement included

helping patients prepare for death and providing bereavement counselling to
family members.

The use of assessment and evaluation measures demonstrated to me the value

of such instruments and although not completely satisfied with the FAM lll for
this client population, I am interested in researching and designing ways to
evaluate my ongoing work. I found the use of eco-maps usefut to objectify

changes needed following the patient's hospitalization, According to Hartman

(1978) the use of eco-maps can help the client mourn interests and activities
they had to relínquish by picturing their world before illness and recognizing

sources of support and gratification that would continue, and identifying
possible new resources to be tapped.



ln summary, the organizing and integration of the

frameworks that I explored contributed greatly to
opportunity to work with these families over time

adjustment process.
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literature and theoretical

my learning, as did the

and assist them in their

The challenge of working through and often struggling with this practicum has
provided me the opportunity to refine my skills, broaden my knowledge and left
me with an increased sense of professional self-confidence.
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BRIEF SCALE

Direct!ons

The Jollorving statements are about your family as a rvhole. Read each
st¿:sment carefully and deciCe horv r'.'ell it describes your family.

If you STRONCLY AGREE with the statement then circle the n4" beside the
item; if you AGREE rvith the statement then circle the "3'L.

if you DISAGREE with the staternent then circle 1¡" ir2rr' if you STRONGLY
DIS.AGREE then circle the il1,,.

Piease ans\r.,er every statement.

H. A. Skinner, P.D- Stcjnhauer and J. Santa-Barbara.

iríÌi::

o Copyrighi I 9S4 by



t.

Please circle one response (number) for each statement-

S']I'RONGLY
DISAGREE DISAGREE

lZ

lz

STRONGLY
I1GREE AGREE

3 q.

4

2

2

I

I

3-

4.

2

2

Family duties are fairly
shared.

My family expects me to do
more. than my share.

Ile feel loved in our Íamily

llhen things aren't going well
rt takes too long to work them
out.

I never knorv what's going on
in our iamily.

We deal vrith our problems even
when they're serious.

\I/hen you do somethint wrong
in our family, you don'i knorv"
whai to expsct.

Ve tell each other about things
that bother us.

Itts hard to tell rvhat the rules
are in our famlly.

My family tries to run my life.

We take the time to listen to
each other

Punishments *ru f.i, in our
family.

\Vhen someone in our family is
upset, rve don't know. jf they are
angry, sad, scared or rvhat.

We are free to ,"y *hu, ,u"
think in our family.

ìil:i'iìi

8.

o

10.

I l"

12.

t3.

I

I

I

I

t 2

4

4

3

.3

r4.



Please do not vrrite on this page.
Circle your response on t-he answer sheet.

26. l.íq ícx;.f.g Lúes to nun ng Li{e.

27. I{ utz c{o.scmet'aít7g uJ;Lotlg, toe Co'n,t gQf a cltøtee to expÍ.,2ír,.

28. Úle attguz abcwt hcw ntuch [:tøzd.om u:¿ ¿hcu!.d. lzave to m6he- cu;, (]tiji1 decLs¿o,Ls.

29 . iltJ {Mli,etl and. I trrrd.etute¿td. each ot[æ.t ccrn¡tLøte,t4.

30. (!e ¿one.tinød hu¡f. each othu*¿ deøL_ittgd

3l ' c)hen thingá cuL¿ttt.t goittg wetl i.t taJ¿e,s f.oo !-ong Í.o u¡orJ¿ then ou.t..

32 - $le ean, t r,eLtJ ott [at;úILJ mønbena to dc tlrcLz pcttt.

33. úte taÍze flte Lht¿ to Íi.tten to eaclt othat.

34- (tllzen ¿om¿orrc i,t itpsØt, toe- d.ott,t {ind. c,Í uilL 
^u¿, r"¡:ø2. '' -

36. Lte {eeL e}o¿z to each othes.-

14. Clhut out {at*;J4 gú "pont,.we tahe. too.Lotig to ge-t cvut if.
45.. Ír'¿ ata'tag,s adni't oun ri,tta[¿e¿ u.íÍhout Ltging'to .h,ide cngi.r,-ng. '

16. lJe d-o:t't.nealty Í.IrrÁt each cthez

47 ' (:le høzdtg evLÞL do L'har. iÁ etqected. o/,) u,5 t+í.trtout ttcütg tor-d..

18. Ule øze 'lnee ,to dag uhat we t!.inlz ín ou,t- datni-tg.
49. l,lq' dar,vLLg i¿ nat a ¡tøn_leet óucce,s.,s

50 - 0l¿ htave never-L ÍeÍ dcun anctrtøz da:tu,Lg u,at¡but itt ottt¡ t,-,ay -

ililiiii¡ii



TABLE 3

LOW SCORES (40 and bclow) STRENGTH

- basic tasks consistcntlY mcl

- flcxibiliry and adaptability to changc in
d:vclopmcntal tæks

- functional pancr¡rs of task accomplishmcnt a¡c

maintaincd cvcn und¿r strcs

- t¿sk identifica¡ion sha¡cd by family mcmbcrs.

LOW SCORES (a0 and bclow) STRENGTH

- rotcs a¡e wêll intcgr¡lcd: family membcn
undcrstand what is cxpcctcd. agrcc to do thcir
sha¡c and gcl th¡ngt donc

- mcmbcrs adapr to ncw tolc¡ rcquircd in thc
dcvclopmcnt of the femilY

- no ¡diosyncratic rolcs

FAM Interpretation Guide

I. TASK .{CCOMPLISHMENT

3. COMMUN¡CATION

HIGH SCORES (60 and ahovc) WEAKNESS

- failurc of somc basic t¡sks

- inability to rcspond appropriatcly to changcs in
thc family lifc cYclc

- oroblcms in task idcntiñcation. gcncntion of
þtcntirl soturions, and imptcmentation of
changc

HICH SCORES (ó0 and abovc) WEAKI{ESS

- insufñcicnt rolc inrcgration, lack of agrccmcnl

rcgrrding rolc dcfi nitions

- inabiliry to adapt to ncw rolÈs rcquircd in
cvolution of thc familY lifc cYcle

- idiosyncratic roles

al¡crnativc solu¡¡ons arc cxplorcd and atlcmÞtcd - minor sl¡csscs
2. ROLE PERFORMANCE

may prccipitatc.a crisis

mcmbcrs 
4. AFFEcrlvE ExPREsstoN

I¡w SCORES (4O aod bclow) STREI'¡GTH HÍGH SCORES (60 and abovc) IVEAKNESS

- affcc¡ivc communication chanctcrizcd by - inadcquatc affcctivc communic¡tion involving

cxprcssion ofa futt rurgc ofaffcct. whcn insufñcicnt cxprcssion. inhibition oÍ(or_ovcrly

appropriate and with corrcct intcnsity ¡nrcnsc) cmor¡ons approprirtc to a situltion
5. AFF.ECT¡VE I N vOLvEtvtENT

LOW SCORES (40 and bclow) STRENGTH -. HIGH SCORES (60 and abovc) WEAKNESS

- cmphatic invoivcmenr ' - sbscncc of involvcmcnt among family mcmbcrs,

- family m:rnbca'conccrn fo¡ c.ach othcr tc¿dsto' or mcrcly intcrcstdcvoid of fcclings

Stfilì'mcnr of ¿óo¡¡oßrl nccds (sccuriry) and :. - involvcmcnt may bc narc¡ss¡sric. or to an

promotês autonomous functioñing cxtrème dcgrce. syrnbiotic

- l¡ualiry of involvcmcn¡ is nurturant and . - family mcmbcrs may cxhibit insccurity and hct

,*olt"'tonott

LOVÍ SCORES (40 and bclow) STRENGTH

- communic¡¡ions a¡.c cba¡.actcrizcd by sufñcicncy
of information

- mcssåtcs a¡c dircct and clcar

- rcccivcr is availablc and opcn to mcasagca senl

- mu¡ual undcrstanding cxists among family

HIGH SCORES (60 and abovc) WEAKNESS

- commun¡crtion¡ arc insufficicnt. disPlaccd or
maskd

- tack of mutu¡t undcanrrJing among family
mcmbcrs

- inability to scck cta¡ificatioc in c¡sc of confusiôn

HIGH SCORES (60 and abovc) WEAKNESS

- pattcrns of influcncc do nol allow family to
. mastcr lhc roul¡nc3-of onSoing fanily lifc
- failurc to pcÈcivc and adjust to chanSing lifc

dcmands

- may bc cxtrcmcly prcdictrblc (no spontaneity) or
chao¡ic

- contro¡ a¡tcmpls a¡c dcstructivc or shaniing

- stylc ofcont¡ol may bc too rigid or laisscz-f¡i¡e

- cha¡actcrizcd by ovcrt or covcrt powcr strugglcs

I¡W SCORES (40 and bclow) STRENGTH

- pa¡tcrns of influencc pcrmit tãmily lifc to
piocccd in a ccnsistenl and gcncnlly acccptablc

manncr

- ¡blc to shift habirual patterns of functioning in
ordcr ¡o adapt to changing dcmands

- concol styt: is prcdictable yct f,cxible cnough to
allow for somc spontanc¡ly

- controt attcmpts.å¡c construc¡¡ve. cduc¡tional
a¡d nurnrn¡t

Lo\\, scoREs (40 and bcrow) srRENchvALUEs 
ANDi¡oRltåo*r, 

(60 and abovc) \'vEAKÑEss

- consonancc bctwccn various componcns of thc - comPoncnls of thc frmily's valuc system uc
family's valuc systcm dissoncnt rcsulting in confusion and tcnsion

- farnily's values å¡c consisrcnt wirh thcir - conflict bt¡wccn thc frmily's vatues and thosc of
subgåup and thc targcr cullurc to which thc thc culturc as a wholc

family bclongs cxplicirly statcd rulcs a¡c subvcr¡cd by implicit

- cxptièit and implicit rulcs arc consisÌ.nl rulcs

- famity mcmbcå func¡ion comftirtably within ¡hc - dcgrcc of l¡¡itudc is inapproprirte

cxisting latitudc
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APPEI,¡DIX ¿

EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

Your answers to the fol ìowing questions wi I I improve social work
service to families within the hospital. Please check off the response
which you think best answers each question bejow. A space for commentsis provided in selected questions and at the end of the questfonnaire.
ïhank you for your assistance.

1. How soon after the initial diagnos'is was your first contact with
the socia'l worker?

- 

At the time of diagnosis 
-_ 

within forty-eight hours

_ Within one week One to four weeks

_ 0ver four weeks

My first, contact with the socia'l worker

_ Too soon _ Later

_ At about the right time

3. Did your socia'l worker meet, with you in your home as well as in the
hospi tal ?

Yes No

If gg, go to 3a; if E, Bo to 3b. :

3a" Were the number of home visits:

- 

Too many 

- 

Not enough 

- 

About right,

3b. would you have liked your social worker to visit your famiìy at
home?

_Yes _No

2.

How helpful were the famí'ly. meetings with the

_ Very heìpful _ Heìpfu'l

after the diagnosis was:

than I would have prefered

social worker?

l',llÍlit'¡íl:¡i:

i.

_ Not sure _ Not at all heìpfuì

A I ittle he'lpfuì

- ¡noi. *l*r*os
d..t-ig -)

Please expìain:
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5. The number of contacts with my social worker were:

Just right _ Too many _ Not enough

6. Please examine the 'list be'low and place a check beside the topics
that you discussed with your social worker:

The iìlness itse'lf

_ The medical treatment

_ The side effects of the treatment

_ The ìong term prognosis of the patient

_ Relationships with other famiìy members

_ Concerns about the behavior or coping of the patient

_ Concerns about the behavior or coping of other family members

_ Fee'lings of sadness

_ Anger

e,'.-. Feel ing shocked

_ Feelings of helplessness

_ Job-reìated issues

_ Financia'l issues

_ Difficulties with sìeeping, eating, health

_ Relationships within the famiìy

_ Services from other agencies

_ Ot,her (pìease specify)

7" Please list two main issues or concerns discussed with your social
worker:

iii!:i:ir$iii,

a)

b)



-3-
How much change have you experienced'in relation to item a)?

_ It is much better _ It is somewhat better

_ It is much the same _ It has become worse

How much change have you experienced in relat.ion to item b)?

_ It is much better _ It is somewhat better

_ It is much the same it has become worse

B. Is there any subject listed above, or not listed above, wh'ich you
would have'liked to discuss with your social worker?

_Yes _No
If yes, pìease specify:

9" would you recommend family meetings as a he'lp for other fami'lies
facing your illness?

_ Yes _ Perhaps

10. wou'ld_ you ìike to participate in further famiìy meetings with your
social worker?

_ Yes _ Perhaps _ No

If you answered- yes or perhaps, how often wourd you ìike the
meetings to be held?

_ As needed

_ At any change in the medical condition of patient

_ 0n a regular basis. If so, how often?

11" Any other comments you may have regarding the social work serviceyou have received, or on social work services genera'l ly forhospital patients and families would be most welcome:

No
iilf,ii{iiiiiiiiìì

THANK YOU!
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RESPONSES TO CONSUMER SATISFACTION

QUESTIONNAIRES

The following are the responses to the Consumer Satisfaction Questionnaires.

1. Of the seven returned questionnaires, four had contact with the social

worker at the time of diagnosis or within one week. In the other three

cases, contact was made with 1 - 4 weeks.

Those under one week indicated this to be about the right time and all

those over one week felt thís was later than they would have preferred.

In five out of seven cases, the worker also met w¡th the family in their

home. For those two where no home visit was made, both indicated no

desíre for a home visit. Of the five where home visits were made, four felt

the number of visits was about right, one found the visits too many.

ln response to how helpful the family meetings were, five indicated the

meetings were "helpful" or "very helpful". one eìaluated the meetings as

"a little helpful" and one as "not sure".

The number of contacts w¡th the social worker was reported as just right

in six cases and too many in one case.

4.

5.



6. The topics covered in sessions with the social worker are repoñed in the

family's returning questionnaires in descending order of frequency:

- the iilness itsetf (6)

- feelings of sadness (6)

- the medical treatment (S)

- concerns about the behaviour or coping with the

patient (S)

- difficulties with sleeping, eating, health (5)

- the long term prognosis of the patient (4)

- the side effects of treatment (3)

- relationships with other family members (3)

- concerns about the behaviour and coping of other

family members (3)

- feeting shocked (3)

- job-related issues (3)

- financial issues (3)

- relationships within the family (3)

- services from other agencies (3)

- anger (2)

- feelings of helplessness (1)

7- Families were asked to list two major issues or concerns discussed with

the social worker. The following issues were listed (their frequency is

noted in parentheses):

- health problems (g)



being unable to work (2)

concerns for spouse (2)

spouse's death (2)

changes in self-image

need for household help

daughter's behaviour

problems with unemployed son

placement to meet care needs

ln relation to the degree of change experienced

topics listed above, five issues were assessed as

as somewhat better and six as much better.

by the families in the

much the same, three

10.

B. No topics other than those listed in questions 6 and 7 were identified by

any families as issues they had wanted to discuss with the social worker.

9' Five families recommended that the family meetings would be helpful.

The other two thought perhaps they wourd be herpfur.

when asked if they would like to participate in further meetings, three
families stated "no", one family replied "perhaps" and three responded

with a "yes". of the four famiries that respondèd with a ,,yes,, to further

meetings, three wanted them "as needed" and one ,'at any change in the

medical condition of the patient".

Four families added comments in the space provided at the end of the
questíonnaire. These included:

11.



- "appreciated the care and compassion of (the social worker) when

everything looked very bleak";

- "helped to talk over feelings',;

- "neither helped nor hindered"; and

- "was nice to know people are concerned".
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INSARI'TCIEIOÈ{S: Itri-s is a qæs¿ionnaire. On t}e quesLionnai-re are gzor4}s of staterents.
ffi-tf¡e entire-grcÂp of stat€ne¡ts in each categoly. then pid< otrt tÌ¡e or¡e
statenenÈ, in that grcor-p t*ridr best describes tbe way you feel today, Èhat i-s, right rrovr!
Ci¡cle tle nu¡rber beside tl¡e statene¡t you haræ ct¡cse¡. If ser¡eral stat€r _rents i¡ tle
g¡.oup sesn to apply eq¡raUy rtelJ, circle eactr one. '

Be sure to r:ead a]l tle stati=rents i¡ eadr grrcnp before rnêkirrg lour cloice.

g. (pESSnfrSI'f) 3. I har,e lost all of my interest j¡r otÌ¡er
3. I feel tl¡at tlg.ñ¡trlre is hopetess arut ^ 

people and.don'! care about tlem at all"
tl-¿ UrfuSr canr¡ct'inçaove. ' 2. I haræ lost nost of i¡rte¡rest i¡ otÌ¡er

2. I feel f ha¡e trcUritg.t" læk for*ard to. ETP* and-har¡e littlg feeling for tÌ¡s¡r.
l. r feel a:¡;ær¡raged aic,trt tle fi¡biJre-- 

--I. r am less i¡te¡ested i¡r otler people tlnn
o. r a¡0 nct, partict¡:.arrv pesstnistic oi I 5{ to. be'

discou:agãa abor¡t tÌË -n 
t rr". 0. r t¡ar'e nct lost irlteæst' i¡ ott¡er people.

c. lsmse cE'rAErtRE) r' (nrlEsrtBEsÐ

3. I feel r atr a ccnplete f¡ilrrre ¿5 ¿ l. I canrt neke any decisiorrs at aLl ai{|l¡o!e.
person (pa::e't, husSarri, srife). 2' r have great 'l;,ffiorltf in nukirrg decisior¡s

2. Às r loc*< bari< on *y lii", ¡ri ¡ sa¡r t' I !? e-Yf off nul<ìng decision's'
see js a lot of failrr¡es 

- 0. I nake decjsions about as r"el[ as erær.

À. (SAÐ¡ESS)

3. I an so sad or.urùrapg¡f that I canrt
stand it.

2. I arn bhe or sad a-Ll the ti¡re ard I
can't snagr out of it.

t. I feel sad or blue.
0. I do rpt feel sad.

1. I feel I Ì¡a\re faiied ¡¡r¡¡e tlra¡r tle
a\¡erage Perscrr¡.

0. I do Dce feel lÍke a failrre.
p. [prssArIsEAcTIcb¡)
3. I a¡n dissaLisfied witt¡
2. I donrt gret satisfaction out of

anything an1'rro:æ.
1" I &nrt enjoy t}rirgs tbe way Ï used

to-

E. (qrrI,T)

3. I feel as t}ough I ant \¡erl' bad or
r*rcrthless.

2. I feel quite gr¡ilty.
I. I feel bad or a good part

of tte ti¡¡e.
0. I donrt feel particrrlarly guilty-
F. (SEF'-DIS,IKE)

3. I hatÆ nleelf.
2. I am disgusteit witÌ¡ nyself.
1. I anr disa¡4ninted irr ¡n¡seU.
0" I don't feel disa¡4ninted in my-

self.

O. I am nct partiartarty diesaLisfied. K. (fÐFK DIIE.ICIILT:r )

c. (sE[,F+rÀR'{)

-

3. f r,,ouLd kill myself if I h^ad tl¡e c}n¡ce.
2. I have defi¡¡-ite plans about ccnmittiJg

suicide.
1. f feel I r,puld be beeter off dead.
0. I don't.traræ any.tåcttghts of harming m¡rself

ü. (sæIÀl wnr{pRÀeaI.)

¡. (9e*r4AcE_clf$ì3E)
3. I feel that I ðr ugly or re¡xrlsir,re læking"
2. I feet tlnt tt¡ere a¡e Petrnarent, c-tnr¡ges in

¡ny appearance ard tley ¡nake ¡re læk urt-
attracÉ,i\æ.

I. I am rcrzied tl¡at I an læking old or u¡¡-
attracLir¡e. :

0. I donrt, feel t]¡at I look any t"Þ!€e tlnn I
used to.

I canrt do any sor* at all.
I ha\ie to push myself very ttard to do anlt-
ttti¡tg.

1. It takes ectra effoÉ to get st¿¡ted at
doi¡rg scnethi¡g.

0. I can r+crk aborrt as uel]. as before.

L. (FÀ$IGÀBII¡ T)

3. I get tco tiæd to do an1'tbing.
2. I get tj:æd frcrn doi¡rg
l. I get tired nore easily t¡¡an I used to"
0. I don't get any r¡o¡e tired tltan usual.
M. (À\ÐRÞCTA)

3. 'I har¡e ro a¡petite at all anyrore.
2. À4y.petite is mrcÌ¡ lqf,rse rÞer.
1. t'ty appetité is rpt as 9æd as it used to be
0. l-Îy açpeLite is r¡c rærse than usuâJ..

VoL. 52, Dec. 1972
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APPENDIX 4



SUPPORT NETHORK.

Using the attached form, i¿entify f.*iLy, fri"rra= .r,¿professionals from whom you can get herp- w"it. each na'èbeside the appropriate category and. ans;¡er the next fivequestions about each person listed.
Under the colunn Near -ar, puü a + if they live within 10minut,es from i/our home or a- - if they aÊe mgre than 10minutes driwe your home

For each of the remaining questionsr'identify the warious
ray= those person(s) assist r9u by iracing an "y" acrossfrom thoir:nâne u¡der the apiiop"i"iã-trãäãi"e"
1- I'lho has helped with tasks (i.e., creaning¡, babysitting,shopping) ? ---

2. - .?¡ith çrhom d.o you engage' 'movie, in,rite- horne ãoi
Pla;r) ?

in social actiwities (go to adinner, go for á ride, {a1k,

itiiirìÈ

3- ;.i--h whom do you tark about personaL worries or dailv
=--resSgs?

4. {:ro¡e advice do you consid.er in making important' cîecis ions 2

5- From whon aouLd you get needed'emerÉencv food, .cLothingor housing?

6. llho can get-i'fofmationr- locate resources, introd.uce' you to new friends or pr-ofessionals? . -

7 -. I,lho keeps you
uncomfortable,
stuck) ?

-\
from chanEinÉ (makes you feel
.influences you negatively, keeps you

*'Indicate those
relationship by

pgople with
placing -1 *

whom you have a
by their name.

close emotional
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Tasks
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Eraergency
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Blocks Change
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Relacionshlp

Sex

Ho¡r ofÈen
are tou
fn conÈact?

Eow to¡g ¡¿es
;lou k:ro-*-:r
:hf.s pqrson?

Near/Fer

lt



l'n'-\

,f'"i
'*f .-.-\

;¡t L ii ons

if you STR0llcLY ftçqtE
'cs ide ihe .i ten numbc c i f
:, ltt f' " b'.t .

'î you DISAGREE .",:tit
IÊ.o¡trï )iS.qGREE vri rk tira

with the statement ther. cì:"cle. ths ìetter ".r(
you AGREE wíih the st;r\grnent then circìe rl'i.f ' .

:

the statement then circ\c the Ietter'"c"; its'you
statement then ci rcle i:\¿ letter '¡drr.

În the folloylin! ¡>".gês you wiìì find 50 5f¿fçioe:its. about your:¡¡'níI¡l
s a t¡hoìe. Pjeas? t6-d each statement carefuììy rnii decide horv vleì { ;:he
i*+eir¡ñ-fdescribes ycar faniiìy. Then, make youi" r¿sponse beside t-he
-;cic.i¡¡nt n'.¡n:ber on the 5epgrae answer sheet

liì ease ci rcl e on !1-glq lett-er ( response ) fcr <r,.¡:h s ta'l.ement . í.n$'¡rer
ti¿ry stai:alieni., even Í I -vcu allt not compìeÈely s.^r< of your^ ans'//e!"..

Ccpyr^i 3ht i984-. :ervey À- ' Ski-nne:c, Par: ù. . Steinhauer.-
-.1¿rck- S ant-a-B arb¿ra

,-:.



Pì ease . do not wri i e' cn '"hi s page '

Circle ycur response c¡ì'the anst¡er sheet'

L:!.rct oun þnobLut CÌt?.

Í get a 'sÐtnigh.t arlþll)uL-

lznow L{¡ tlaøq enø an"gn7,

. "i.'
''1'1- ttie ie'12 ¿o.e-t, othe¡. abouf' t'aing's ti"** bothen u¡ '. : '' ,:
î5'. .F,q {anhg eouLd bz tqoryz" than 'i-t i¡' '

16- tlø dzøL' .Loved in owt doniltl'

1l - Hlen got- d.o ¿ome-tlvín$ @tL/)rt! in ou.\ $*|i'[tJ, gou c"on't' t¿now wtnc"t' to expee-t'

lg- ft,¿ |wttd. to te.lt pl¡6rt f-lte ¡ske¡ * ir: oun {atni!4.

lg. Í don,t itnL¡ú¿ ant¡ denìJ-g¡ ecu-Ld. po¡aibltl bø lwppLen tlun mítt¿'

'ch ctl^ø-t'20 - Sonte,tÅmus we atz.'un-f'ãin to ea

21. (tJe- n¿ven Le,t tlvLng'l pL(-e u¡i utttii' 'ti''e'A ass no:-¿ than u)e call har'dL¿'

22- gte ag.¿e¿ eboui- t':tno thouil' clo wha't í;t' 9tn 6anit'U'

23. I nzvut h¿ncw wlwt'a going o¡t ín om' {amí}4 '

24. T cant 2øt my dat:"í!-y l¿ncw ul'at is hetllwLng me"

25. uie- n¿ve'r' goÍ an-g't-t1.itt oun {anLL1¡'

iiitlit


